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Tax initiative takes aim at government waste
Central could be slammed with
$9. 7 million in budget cuts if
initiative passes in Novem-ber
by Staci West
Editor
Central Washington University
may be shut down if Initiative 602,
the tax roll-back proposal, passes.
But closing down one of the state
universities would be the most extreme method of salvaging higher
education in Washington state, said
Dr. Mary Marcy, Central's director of governmental relations.
Initiative 602, the proposal to repeal all taxes and fees that were
passed in the 1993 legislative session, will appear on ballots No-

vember 2. And if it passes, the
impact on higher education, and
Central, would be severe, Marcy
said.
· She said there is no question that
Central would experience budget
cuts.
"Maybe what they (the state legislature) would consider is eliminating one of the institutions so the
othersdon'tsuffer," she said. "But
I don't think they'll do that."
She said a more likely course of
action would be for Central's
branch campuses to be eliminated.
Marcy circulated a memo to all
departments explaining the impact

Grass-root effort collides with
higher education; tax rollbacks
target state expenditures
by Staci West
Editor

Initiative 602 would have on Central.
Central would lQse approximately
$9.7 million, the equivalent of
eliminating Student Affairs, University Advancement and the
School of Business and Economics.
She said potential impacts include
reducing the university faculty and

See IMPACT/page 4

More than 400,000 Washington
state voters signed a petition this
year that put a tax rollback initiative on ballots November 2.
In an effort to stem government
waste, Initiative 602 would repeal
all taxes passed in the 1993 legislative session.
"The purpose of 602 is to limit the
amount of revenue the state can
collect," said Bill Haberman, a
farmer who spoke in support of I602 at an Ellensburg Chamber of

Commerce forum on Sept. 23.
I-602' s brother initiative, I-601,
would limit expenditures by the
state, dependent 011 inflation and
population growth.
Haberman said I-602 would base
all future taxes on the total state
personal. income or the ability ot
citizens to pay.
Haberman said I-602 is a bipartisan grass-roots effort. He said
24 other states have a tax or spending limit provision in place.
"I think that kind of tells y ou
about the effects," he said. "It has

See 602/ page 1O

Washington Paradigm

Conference highlights
women in politics
by Lori Leitner

Staff reporter

Construction on Barge Hall has been completed. (See related story, page 2)

Freshman athlete charged with rape
by Joe Butler
Copy Editor
An 18-year old freshman athlete
has been charged with second degree rape.
A petition to Kittitas County
Superior Court named Robert D.
Redford, a freshmen football player,
in the alleged rape of an 18-yearold female freshman in a residence
hall Sept. 12.
Under Washington's criminal
code, second degree rape is a class
A felony which involves." forcible
compulsion," and occurs "when the
victim is incapable of consent by
reason of being physically helpless
or mentally incapacitated."
. Jim Burson, Kittitas County
deputy prosecuting attorney, filed
charges with the superior court clerk
Tuesday afternoon, and an arraignment has been scheduled for Oct.
11.
The office of Student Affairs sus-

pended Redford for four .years in
relation to the. incident.
According to Deacon Meier, associate vice president of Student
Affairs, a campus police investigation found evidence of alcohol use
by both students, and also evidence
of marijuana use by Redford.
Redford appealed the suspension
to the Campus Judicial Council
last Friday. His attorney successfully petitioned todelaytheappeal
process until legal proceedings
have been completed.
Campus Police CDief Steve
Rittereiser said his department began an investigation of the case and
forwarded their results ~o the county
prosecutor's office Sept. 21.
Staff members of Student Affairs, Residence Living and the
Women's Resource Center met
separately with the alleged victim
and suspect and voted to suspend
Redford on Sept. 16.
According to Meier, such a seri-

ous sentence is unusual.
"This office does not take drastic
measures unless there is a safety
issue, or a serious breach of law,"
Meier said.
"Our most important concern is
protecting the rights of the students-both the alleged victim and
suspect."
Meier said that normally when a
student has appealed a judicial decision, the student is allowed to
continue with classes until an appeal hearing date is set.
''This time, because of the gravity of the situation and to ensure
everyone's safety and security, he
has agreed to stay off campus until
the appeal comes up,'' Meier said.
The suspension bars Redford
from applying for admission to
Central until 1997. At that time, his
case will be reviewed by the office
of Student Affairs.

See RAPE/ page 6

For the first time in this state,
women from all over Washington
will gather in Barge Hall this
week to discuss women' s leadership roles in the 1990s.
Eleanor CH ft, the keynote speaker
of the conference, spoke on
women's issues yesterday in
McConnell Auditorium.
Clift, the White House correspondent for Newsweek, is a
mem berof the McLaughlin Group.
Speakers at the conference include: former Congresswoman
and Secretary of Labor Lynn Martin, Attorney General Christine
Gregoire, Sen. Nita Rinehart,
Judge Carmen Otero and Superintendent of Publie Instruction Judith
Billings.
According to Linda Ruffer, director of the Women's Resource
Center, one of the perceptions that
possibly will be addressed at the
conference includes women with
families being perceived as less
professional and less attentive at
. their jobs, because of their families.
On the other hand, if women don't
have families, people might wonder what's wrong with them.Mary
Marcy, Central's director of government relations, said.
Society expects women to be
nurturing and family-oriented,
Ruffer said.
The political arena, where participants should be assertive and
ambitious, differs in these expectations.

Lynn Martin
These traits are not considered
part of a woman's role, she said.
"I think it's tougher for the
woman," said Karen KiJgarin, a
former Nebraska State Senator.
"It's very stereotypical ... If
you 're tough and you 're a woman,
you're a bitch.
"If you 're tough, and you 're a
man, you're one hell of an administrator," Kilgarin said.
"It's hard for a woman," said
Republican U.S. Sen. Nancy
Kassebaum of Kansas who is not
speaking at the conference.
"If you 're too assertive, then
they say you're shrill, and if you
don't sometimes sound like you' re
tough on some issues, then you
are being soft," she said.
"It's a fine line for a woman."
On the other hand, society sees
women as compassionate, good
listeners who will do whatever
needs to be done to solve problems, Gregoire said.

See WOMEN/ page 4
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Face-lift complete on century-old structure
space we had essentially not been
The first dome was removed in
able to use," Jones said.
1955 after it was determined to be
Staff reporter
Several offices forced to relo- structurally - unsafe
under
cate out of Barge during renova- Ellensburg' s high winds.
After more than a decade of protion returned this summer.
Although actual construction
These offices, which include Co- began just two years ago, Barge
posals, planning and nearly two
operative Education, Financial Aid Hall's renovation has been considyears of extensive renovation, Barge
and Student Employment, had eredasfarbackas the 1970's.Early
Hall is finally neanng the complebeen operating out of temporary tests had shown the historic buildtion of its centennial tune-up.
modulars for the last two years.
ing to be structurally sound, so a
The renovation, which has kept
Also operating out of the newly complete renovation was feasible.
the historic building behind a wall
remodeled building is the
However, a project of such magof scaffolding for almost two years,
President's office, which moved nitude far exceeded Central' s operis expected to cost slightly less than
from Bouillon Hall to the third ating budget at that time, so proposthe $10.8 million budget originally
floor of Barge.
als were made to draw from capital
projected.
The interior of the executive · ·budget funds.
"I think it has come out beautistyle office still includes the old
For six years in the 1980's, Cenchalk trays from a former State tral submitted proposals to the state
fully," said Courtney Jones,
Normal School classroom.
legislature's capital budget review
Central' s vice-president of business
Barge Hall's nearly complete re- board.
and financial affairs.Jones oversaw
m_odeling did not go without probApproval was finally granted for
the usage of capital funds provided
lems, however, Jones said.
the
$10.8-million-dollar project.
to restore the hall.
At the beginning of construc- Jones admits the cost is still a topic
"It's (now) a very modern, function, workers unexpectedly dis- of sensitivity, due to pressure on
tional building and will stand with
covered certain areas where the Central' s operating budget.
the university for years to come."
wood interior had severely deteSERA Associates, the architects
Turning the century-old struc, riorated, but the extra work caused heading the renovation were choture into a modern university
no major delay in remodeling the sen for their experience in convertinterior.
building was a challenging task,
ing historic buildings into preserved
Also presenting problems in the yet functional modem buildings.
Jones said.
renovation are the building's new Working with them was SD DeaA completely new electrical sysheating and ventilation systems, con, Inc, who began the actual contem was needed, as well as new
which are still being worked upon. struction in 1991.
heating and ventilation systems.
Mike Spence/The Observer
As part of the improvements.,
Future plans include the restoIn addition, the entire fourth floor Barge Hall reaches 100 years of age after receiving facelift
the exterior of Barge Hall saw a ration of Shaw-Smyser Hall, which
was placed off-limits by the fire of nearly $10.8 mlllon
complete reinforcement of the is expected to be completed this
The auditorium, formerly filled brick mortar.
marshall and declared hazardous accessibility, caused by Barge Hall's
winter. In addition, the courtyard
for structural reasons.
half-floor architecture. Currently, with boxes and unused equipment,
The 100-year-old bricks them- behind Barge Hall is to be landAnother challenge in the reno- there is a newly installed elevator is now a functional meeting room. selves proved to be structurally scaped next summer with a possible
"We were able to recapture the intact, and therefore required al- water feature.
vation was the lack of handicapped which reaches every floor.
most nothing more than a thorTo commemorate the Barge Hall
renovation, an open house and re------------------------------------~ ough cleaning.
The renovation also marked the dedication will held from 9 a.m. to
return of the original cupola, de12 p.m. on Oct. 30andisopen to the
signed domed tower, raised in a public.
ceremony in September 1992.

by Brian Gill
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ATTENTION S1UDENfS

Check Out
Your Frre ChOirffi.

Your first order of checks are free when you open
a new Versatel checking account. And you can choose
your checks from our terrific new designs - 12
different series to select from in all.
Versatel checking offers the convenience of
self-service checking with no monthly service charge.
Simply use any of 2,000 VersatellerEbranch cash
machines*, or our 24-hour self-service custome~
service line for your routine transactions. Otherwise,
a $3 banker assistance charge per transaction applies.
So make the right choice. Stop by and see us, or
give us a call today and graduate to better banking.

*Deposits and payments can only be made at Versateller cash machines located at Seafirst branches.

GUARANTEED
SPORTS!
i\.i1G.HT
-. • Ev'E'R v;

ANDAfL'WEEKENo LONG, ON AM 1240, KXLE •

When you want sports; you don't want it once in
a while, and you don't want it sounding like a
bunch of ''wanna-bees" pretending to know what
they're talking about. Therefore, -AM 1240 KXLE
has assembled the most complete line-up of
sports broadcasters and professional sports affiliate franchises ...because that's what you expect and deman~.
The Seahawks, the Seattle Supersonics, the
Seattle Mariners, Washington State University
Cougars, ESPN Radio, Sports Byline USA, and
our own locally produced Sportstalkshowfeaturing
former University Qf Washington Husky and San
Francisco 49er Don Dow. Don Dow Sportstalk
will cover the CWU Wildcats, the Ellensburg
Bulldogs, and other area sports, including an
opportunity for you to speak with the greats in
sports every Tuesday night! People like Warren
Moon, Sonny Sixkiller, Paul Sorenson, Chuck
Nelson and others!
·
When you want sports, you want it done right.
When you want sports, you want
News•Talk•Sports•lnformation AM 1240 KXLE.

~~ m!M%f.~~ft1~ Seattle Seahawks
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WOMEN: leadership roles examined IMPACT:
A new chapter opens for
American women in politics

cuts would
be inevitable

From page 1

From page 1

Men and women can work together without having to talk behind closed doors, she said.
"The state of Washington is a
wonderful place for women to be if
they are interested in politics,"
Otero said.
"People (in the state of Washington) are willing to look at women
according to their credentials and
not be influenced by their gender."
Of the 50 states, Washington
ranks in the top lOpercentile in the
number of female state legislators,
according to a fact sheet from the
Center for the American Woman

and Politics.
In 1993, women comprised 39.5
percent of Washington's state legislature, according to the A WP fact
sheet.
The sheet also reported in 1993,
women are holding 9.9 percent, or
53 out of the 535 seats in the 103rd
Congress.
In the same year, women are holding 6.0 percent, or 6 out of the 100
seats in the Senate and 10.8 percent, or 47 out of the 435 seats in
the House of Representatives.
Washington state has four women
in its U.S. congressional delegation.
In addition, Eleanor Holmes
Norton(D) serves as the delegate

AUSTIN'
S
EATS

l'llllll!lllllllr.llJ

Mary Marcy

Linda Ruffer

from W asington D.C. to the House.
The second part of the conference
Marcy said American's defini- . is a leadership program designed
tiOn of leadership is changing, exclusively for Central students,
which could result in a re-evalua- which will be held in SUB 204
tion of what future governments from 10 a.m. to noon.
look like.
Leadership training specialists
"It's power with people as op- Gail DiSabitino, Cal-Pomona, and
posed to power over people," Marcy Gayle Yanauchi, Ohio University,
said.
will facilitate the program, which
"Our change is just beginning."
is free for Central students.
''Think not of it as an ending chapAdvanced registation is required
ter in a book, but a beginning chap- through the Women's Resource
ter," Gregoire said.
Center.
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*NOW SERVING AN INTERNATIONAL MENU OF·HEALTH
LOCALLY PRODUCED FOODS.

Drawing by Larry Melnick
and
Collages by Luis Garcia
thru Octaher

*FULL SERVICE JUICE AND ESPRESSO.
*HOMEMADE SOUPS, GRILLED SANDWICHES, PAST A,
SALADS, AND BAKED GOODS.
TAKE IT TO GO OR EAT IN BY OUR FIREPLACE.
OPEN INERY DAY
8AM-6PM
312 N. MAIN ST.

CAll ·FOR· TODAY'S

Cash paid for used books

SPEC~

Open Mon - Sat 9AM to 8PM & Sun 1 - 4PM 200 E. 4th 962-2375

925-3012

staff by140 to 170 full time employees.
Tuition increases would be repealed under the rollback plan. But
the increases were also targeted by
Senate Bill 5982 to fund a similar
increase in financial aid.
So the more than 55 percent of
Central students who receive
finanical aid may either see a
duction in their assistance or not
receive any at all.
Gov. Lowry estimates the total
revenue loss of the state if I-602
passes at $996 million. The total
cutback for higher education would
be $224 million if I-602 passes.
A reduction in enrollment may
also be required, thereby eliminating 800 to 1,000 new students. That
is more than one half the size of the
1993 freshmen class at Central.
Academics could possibly be hit
hard through weakened programs
and increased class size and decreased class availability, Marcy
wrote in the memo.
Also, student support services may
be cut. These services include the
counseling center, minority recruitment and retention, and the
academic skills services.
Marcy wrote that her findings ~e
"an across-the board calculation of
potential cuts, and is in no way an
effort to take a stand for or against
the proposition."
She also said the $9.7 million es·
timation is a reasonable and con- .
servative analysis that "doesn't
leave much wiggle room."

I Buckle Up I

B.P.O•.C;tc
2 HUGE SQ. FT. OF
DELICIOUS PIZZA.
One-topping
carryout

$

99
99

Up to three
toppings
delivered

No Coupon Necessary

Ellensbur~
805 N. A Street

925-7888

P"
*Big Pizza On campus.

I

Z

.·

Z
A
Pl{.~a ~ut. ·

'~--~

Recycle. Recycle. Recycle. Recycle.
And do it over and over again.

The Observer

tTYUST

Ken's Auto Wash

,-------------------,
Frozen Yogurt
HAm CAR% a NAIL aAI.CeN

(formerly Headhunter)

Reg. $2.49 per lb.

---f0°k-()ff___ i ___ $3.00C>ff--

Special $1.89 per lb.
Try a homemade waffle cone!

L-------------------~

210 S. Main St.

..a.

962-8500

..9L :FCorafSfwp ancf Afore

1'resli 1'Cowers, Si[Ki_
qreen Plants,
· '13ask.f.ts, Pottery

All Hair Products :'
Lanza• Paul Mitchell

I
·1

Shampoo, Condition,
Cut and Styling

925-HAIR (4247)

:

925-HAIR (4247)

707 North Main
I
707 North Main
----~x~~2-10-9~----~-----~xpir~~-93 _ _ _ _ _

Specializing in hair design, hair extensions, perms,
colors, highlights, nails and ear piercing.
Mqnday - Saturday
8:00am - 6:00pm
Open Tue., Wed., Thurs. until 8:00pm by appointment)
(
.
Open at 6:00am everyday by appointment only

925-HAIR (4247)

925-9123

408 ?..(prtnPear!

707 North Main

, FILM SERIES
CENTRAL

WASHINGTON

All Haircuts

UNIVERSITY

ASCWU Student Activities invites you
to a new season of Classic Fil11z Series

films. Our collection includes Oscar sweepers, internationally acclaimed productions
as well as old favorites. We look forward to
seeing you at the movies!

Fall Quarter
October 10
October 17
October 24
November7
November 14
November 21
November28
Decembers

1-Iowards End
The Playboys
Midnight Cowboy
The Mystery of
Kaspar Hauser
The Waterdance
Double Inden1nity
The Player
The Stolen Children

When: Sundays, 7 pm
Where: McConnell Auditorium
Cost: $2.50 for a single adn1ission (or buy a season pass and save a few bucks).
How: Tickets on sale at SUB Ticket Office, CWU English Department and at the
door.
Why: How else are you going to see your favorite classic films on the big screen,
and because it's too dark too early. .
Please call Student Activities at 963-1691 if you have any questions.
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Rape: case reported in July

• S·K·l·N·C-A·R·E

:MATRit
. ESSENTIALS

From page 1
Theresa Kulik, Central's attorney, said the suspension does not
prevent Redford from applying for
admission or attending other universities, since few state universities require criminal ·background
checks at admission, Kulik said.
This is the second reported rape
of a Central student since July 1
when a female student reported
that four Central basketball players
raped her at an off-campus location.
According to Ellensburg police,
the alleged victim in this case chose

UNBELIEVABLY BEAUTIFUL SKIN
That's the pr.omise of Matrix Skincare,
• · . ! ' the exclusive salon system that steadily
· :·::-;'. j : releases SI-Complex® moisturizers,
hour after hour. Nothing works harder
to capture firm, radiant, youthfullooking skin. Call today.

Corrective .Skin $ 29 _95
Care Treatments

421 N. Pearl

925-3159

not to pursue the incident and the
matter was dropped.
Keith Champagne, assistant vice
president of Student Affairs, - said
basketball coach Gil Coleman
asked the four players to sign social
contracts safeguarding against any
future behavior problems.
Meier and Champagne said investigating Redford's case was
easier because it had full utilization
of university resources.
''The summer case had no written
documentation, no incident reports,
and it involved an off-campus loca-

tion and Ellensburg police," Meier
said.
"The September case had good
information, witnesses, concrete
documentation, and involved campus authorities, so we .could really
get the system geared up."
Murray Larsen, director of Residence Living, said that Central
handles any sexual assaults with
the safety and security of the victim
in mind, but still respecting the
victim's wishes on whether or not
follow-ups with police, medic:al or
counseling services are needed.

..................................................................

Put.a Sock
lnlt

DRIVE-IN

_I

608 N. Main

962-1833

*-CALL· IN ORDERS READY WITHIN
15 MINUTES!!!

.

1

F nes
Medium Soft
Drink

$4.50
Please mention coupon when ordering
Limit one special per coupon
Not good with any other offer
No Substitutions

glass, horn, sterling, ston

***
'*:**
Local Art and Craftsmanshi

your comfortable
---- ·-

Birkenstocks, so

I
Fries
I
I Med. Soft Drink

I
I

***
Beads

Organic Herbs and Incense

want to keep wearing

Nuggets

:I $4.25

from around the world

***
Tribal rugs

to cool off. And you'll

g Chicken

and other

necessities

Fall, the weather's bound

----------r---~-----

1

·

As you head back to school this

*WATCH FOR THE GRAND OPENING
OF OUR INSIDE SEATING AREA.
Bacon Burger

BEADS

take our advice

and put a sock in it
r

- .----. -.: =-:::-~ :

***
- :::{:-:c-;::-, ~

..

Bi•kendot:li:'
==
Tht..

ori~inal

comfort

shoe.TM

Mundy's Family Shoe

Please mention coupon when ordering
Limit one special per coupon
Not good with any other offer
No Substitutions

Downtown Ellensburg

Crow
- - Eye
Bead Co.
31 2 N. Main Street

925-9725

925-3012

18th Street Grocery - Deli
(Corner of 18th & Walnut)

Your New Corner Store
HOURS: Sun. - Thurs. 7 a.m. - 10 p.m.
7 a.m. - 11 p.m.
Fri. - Sat

PHONE:

IN THE DELI .
PIZZA! (From Scratch)
16"
8"
12"
$11.99.
$3.99
$6.99
· Includes Up To 4 Toppings & Cheese

BURGERS & CURLY FRIES

962-394.9

IN THE GROCERY
•Milk • Bread • Produce • Frozen • Snacks •
Sundries •Staples• Candy• Cookies
•YOUR FAVORITE BEVERAGE

HOMEMADESOUPS&SALADS

•THIS WEEK:
Western Family_ Mac & Cheese - 3/$1
Western Family Pop - 99¢/ 6-pack

FRESH SANDWICHES

,------F-RE_E___

1/4 lb. or 1/2 lb - Fiame Broiled

FRESH BAKED DONUTS FROM SCRATCH
MILLSTONE COFFEES

SEATING FOR 50
LUNCH SPECIALS DAILY

Specials Good Thro 10-13-93

I

_

I

I
1

I

L__
1

1athsl<3ro-o~
18th & Walnut I
962-3949

With This Coupon

(2) 59¢ Fountain Drinks
With Purchase of
(1) t6" Pizza
~xpires10-13-93 _ _ _ _ _ ~oCash~lue_~ __

I

I
1

I
1

J

The Psychology .b ehind
the Citibank Classic Visa card, and the
e01otional security of the Photocard. The Citibank Classic Visa®
instills in students feelings of safety, security, and general wellness not unlike those experienced
in the womb. Therefore, it is the mother of all credit cards. <J[ Some experts attribute these feelings
to the Citibank Photocard, the only credit card with your photo on it. A voice inside says, "This
is me, really me." (As opposed to, "Who the heck is that?"-a common response to the photo
on one's driver's license.) It's an immediate form of
ID, a boost to your self-image.

<J[

Of course if your card is

ever lost or stolen and a stranger is prevented from using it,
you'll feel exceptionally good (showing no signs of Credit
Subject suffering from
Credit Card Theft Nervosa.

Card Theft Nervosa).

CJ[

Other experts point to specific

services, such as The .Lost Waller Service that can replace
your card usually within 24 hours. Or the 24-Hour Cos-

tomer Service line, your hotline, if you will, for any cardrelated anxiety whatsoever.
Subject after receiving Citibank
Oassic Visa Photocard.

<J[

Further analysis reveals three

The Monarch® Notes Version:
The Citibank Classic card gives
students peace of mind, protection

services that protect the purchases you make on the Citibank

against Freud- or rather fraud- a

Classic Visa card, at no additional cost. 1. Buyers Security'mcan cover them against accidental

low rate and no fee. Apply today.

damage, fire or theft, for 90 days from the date of purchase' (preventing, of course, Insecurity).

Call 1-800-CITIBANK, ext. 19

2. Citibank Lifetime Warranty'mallows one to extend the warranty for the expected service
life of eligible products up to 12 years.2 3. And Citibank Price Protection assures you of the best
price. You need only see the same item advertised in print for less, within 60 days, and Citibank
will refund the difference up to $150 1 (hence no Post Purchase Depression).

<J[

Special student

savings are particularly therapeutic. There's the free Citibank Calling Service'm from MCI to save
up to 26% on long distance calls versus AT&T.3 (You're encouraged to call Mom and Dad regularly preventing Parenta Non-Supportus.) And a $20 Airfare Discount4 on any domestic flight.
(Case studies indicate that a Fear of Flying is overcome when Spring Break in sunny Florida is a
possibility.) Not to mention the low variable interest rate of 15.4%5 and no annual fee for college
students.

<J[

Suffice it to say, you'll have a credit card you can depend on while building a credit

history. So call 1-800-CITIBA:NK, extension 19, to apply over the phone (students don't
need a job or a cosigner) or to have your photo added
to your Citibank Classic Visa card.

<J[

If we say that a

sense of Identity is the first component of the Citibank
Classic Visa card, a sense of Security the second, and
a sense of Autonomous Will from your newfound
financial independence the third. don't be crazy... Call.

Not just Visa. Citibank Visa.

'Certain conditions and exclusions apply. Please refer to your Summary of Additional Program Information. Buyers Security is underwriuen by The Zurich International
UK Limited. ' Certain restrictions and limitations apply. Underwritten by the New Hampshire Insurance Company. Service life expectancy varies by product and is at
least the minimum based on retail industry data. Details of coverage are available in your Summary of Additional Program Information. ' Savings claim is
based on a IO-minute night/weekend call in the 1.911 to 3,000 mileage band using MCI\ C1rd Compatibility rates vs. AT&T\ standard calling card rates, effective
4/93. Citibank Calling Service long distance usage cannot be applied to obtain benefits under any other MCI partner program or .offer. including travel award programs.
•offer expires 6130/94. Minimum ticket purchase price is $100. Rebates are for Citibank student cardmembers on tickets issued by ISE Flights only. ~ The Annual Percentage
Rate for purchases is 15.4% as of 8/93 and may vary quarterly. The Annual Percentage Rate for cash advances is 19.8% . If a finance charge is imposed. the
minimum is 50 cents. There is an additional finance charge for each cash advance transaction equal to 2'i'r of the amount of each cash advance transaction; however.
it will not be less than $2.00 or greater than $10.00. Monarch"' Notes are published by Monarch Press. a division of Simon & Schuster. a Paramount Communications
Company. Used by permission of the publisher. Citibank credit ca.rds are issued by Citibank (South Dakota). N.A. ©1993 Citibank <South Dakota). N.A. Member FDIC.
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New Provost reveals philosophies
on life, ·leadership and education
by Staci West
Editor

A poster of John F. Kennedy and
black and white photos lean against
the wall, waiting to be hung in the
new Barge Hall office. Books fill
the massive shelf in the comer.
Relaxing in a new leather chair
with his thumb hooked under the
waistband of his slacks, Central's
new provost, Thomas D. Moore,
spouts his philosophies of leadership and education.
Moore said he wants to be an
effective leader as provost because
"ideal leadership produces leaders" who are. confident, independent and take charge of their lives.
He hopes to help students in
what he refers to as reconstructionism-the process of becoming
more educated.
As Central' s provost and vice
president for academic affairs,
Moore said his first priority is to
deal with quality issues.
He said the quality of students
when they enter their freshman year
is a concern.
And he wants to ensure that
Central can satisfy the special needs
of students through programs and
support services.
Moore said he also wants to work
to maintain the high quality of faculty Central enjoys.
Several faculty will be eligible

for retirement in the next few years
and will leave vacancies that need
to be filled by similarly capable
and knowledgeable professors, he
said.
As Central's chief academic officer, Moore said he will strengthen
the general education program.
And he will assess and evaluate
programs to ensure their effectiveness.
Moore also said he is a "heavy
access person." In regional institutions such as Central, he said, the
most important· function is to be
open and accessible to all types of
students.
"Diversity contributes to the
quality of an institution when dor:ie
right," Moore said.
He said accessibility includes targeted recruiting of potential students and creating a better enrollment plan.
Moore said his general impressions of Central since he arrived in
July are good.
But, as he says, good is the enemy
of the best. And he doesn't settle
for good.
"I'm sure going to work hard to
make the institution better, stronger, more challenging academically," Moore said.
As provost, Moore said he is responsible for making sure that programs are operating effectively,
there are enough course sections
offered, and students graduate

The 1993 YakimaRiverCleanup will happen Saturday, Oct. 9.
The clean-up is expected to
last four hours, and will concentrate on the lower county
region.
Students are encouraged to
carpool, or meet at Hertz Hall at
8 a.m. for transportation.
A free barbeque lunch is
scheduled in the afternoon, for
all clean-up participants.

•

Mike Spence/The Observer

Provost Thomas D. Moore believes people need to laugh.
within a reasonable amount of time.
Moore will also deal with staffing
issues that arise with faculty, department chairs and deans.
He said the gut-level development work of helping people accomplish their goals is important.
Moore said he plans to talk with
and listen to people so he can understand their needs.
An educational philosopher,
Thomas Moore is a long way from
the all-boys school he attended as a
teenager.
That is where, he said, he was a
"big jock," but still learned Latin
and Greek.
"They taught us that academics

were first and athletics second,"
Moore said.
Moore went on to attend a liberal
arts college in New York and then
studied philosophy of education at
Rutgers College.
Most recently, Moore served as
the provost and vice president for
academic and student affairs at Kent
State University.
Despite his serious philosophizing on leadership, Moore said
people simply need to learn to laugh
at themselves.
"Humor is everything," he said.
"People gotta laugh more."

Auditions for Budding Playwrights will be held Oct.13 at 7
p.m. in the Tower Theatre.
Budding Playwrights is a series of five or six plays writttcn
and directed by studentsand wil
play Dec. 1 through Dec. 4.
Those interested in auditions
should be prepared to give a one
minute memorized monologue
or a two minute reading from
any play.

•

A job search workshop for those
interested in business, industry
or government will take place
Oct. 26-28 from 4 to 5 p.m., in
Farrell 111.
A way for students to get a
head start on the job search, the
workshops will include resume
writing and interviewing.

Artii§thry o[ lEiileenn & Co.
Hair Designs

Mondays· Women's Haircuts $9.00
Tuesdays • Men's ·Haircuts $8.00
925-9715

418 N. Pine

SUPER Sues!·

Across Ruby Street from Safeway

*

Competitive Pricing,
High Quality, E~perienced Seivice!!
WHO ELSE DO YOU NEED?

*

TRY NEW

DOltlNO'S SUBS
Each delicious sub 1s made fresh to order
with your choice of deli meats. You can
carry 'em out --OR-- we'll deliver 'em to your
door in 30 minutes or less ... guaranteed!
PHILLY CHEESE STEAK
"ZZESlY" ITALIAN
5a1ani, pepperoni, ham. White amaican d1ftSC and~ chcice of orions, lettuce & tomato.

HAM&CHEESE
TURKEY & CHEESE
"ZZESlY" MEATBALL & CHEESE
CLUB SUB

6" sues.:.$3.99 • 12 sue ... $5.99
11

All Domino"• Super SUbs are served on our custom French bun.
•Served Hot or Cold. • Fat-Free mayonnaise & mustard.

CALL US! 925-6941
Corner of 8th & Anderson

~::-·· ·
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Ohio college makes sexual
conduct classes mandatory
appropriate behavior. In addition,
the school offers a one credit self
Staff reporter
defense course each quarter, as
well as support programs for surDisciplainary action and possible
vivors of sexual offenses.
expulsion by school officials could
Now switch back to Ellensburg
result from unwanted sexual adand Central' s sexual conduct
vances at Antioch College in Ohio.
policy.
"Some say we are too
Although not as stringent as
stringent,"saidMarianJensen,dean
Antioch, Central' s policy does
of students at Antioch. "But all
include possible suspension or exwe're asking for is that students use
pulsion if a student has allegedly
respect and common sen~e."
attempted "sexual assault in any
For the past three years, Antioch
form, including acquaintance rape
has held students to a strict sexual and other forced and/or
offense policy that requires students
nonconsenual sexual activity."
to give and receive permission for
"I don't think we' re different than
acts of affection ranging from kissany other school in the nation as to
ing and hugging to sexual interhow much of a problem we have,"
course.
said Nancy Howard, director of
"We are trying -to teach college Central's Affirmative Action of- students to talk reasonably and fice.
sensibly about intimacy," Jensen
Yet even with such strict sexual
said. "Those of us who know col- conduct policies, can universities
lege students know that people get expect to decrease the number of
assaulted, get taken advantage of,
sexual improprities on campus?
or wake up in the morning feeling
Since the start of Antioch's sexual
very uncomfortable about what conduct policy, the college has only
happened the night before."
had one sexual offense hearing.
"Asking, 'Do you want to have Jensen feels the low number may
sex with me?' is not enough," reflect a resistance among students
Jensen said. "The request for
to report sexual misconduct.
consent must be specific to each
Howard agrees. As with cases of
act."
, sexual harassment, students are
Antioch's sexual conduct policy often hesitant to-report sexual asalso contains a section defining
sault or aquaintance rape because
sexual imposition, a term used ·to "they don' tthink they will be taken
describe any "non-consenual sexual
seriously," Howard said.
contact," which includes the
"This is often compared to the
touching of thighs, genitals, butissue of rape. There's a stigma
tocks, the pubic region, or the breast/ attached."
chest area.
·
Although there may be some reAll students are also required to
luctance by students to report
attend a four hour workshop coversexual improprities, stringent
ing sexual offenses, consent and
sexual conduct codes may be the

by Counney R. Daisley

The Board of Trustees approved the recommendation of John
Holman, director of Central's facilities management, to sell abandoned, seized or forfeited firearms from Centrals department of safety
and police services.
According to House Bill 1259, state institutions have the option to
have the weapons destroyed or sell the guns to a licensed gun dealer
in exchange for funds to benefit the law enforcement agencies.
"It is a better use of funds," Holman said. "(Campus police) use the
funds for for safety purposes," he said, which campus police might
otherwise not be able to afford.
Holman said the sale will be hanciled through a federally licensed
dealer, and any illegal weapons are, by law, required to be destroyed.

key to finally helping those who
fall victim to "questionable sexual
behavior."
"I like to see policies like these
(Antioch) because it is forcing students to talk about things. It forces
them to communicate," Howard
said.
"We're not taught to be up-front
and candid. It gives both students
the understanding that communiCentral' s Board of Trustees, along with President I vary Nelson, were
cation is necessary."
among the delegates who attended a Sept. 27 working lunch in
Denise Martin, a Central
Olympia with Governor Mike Lowry.
sophomore and a retail manageNelson said the luncheon was a way for Lowry to get to know the
ment major, believes sexual conBoard of Trustees members, and to meet with administrators from
duct codes like Antioch's are "baother state universities.
sically" good, but "some trouble"He (Lowry) just wanted to thank the trustees and presidents for their
shooting needs lo occur before
work,"
Nelson said. "It is a first," he said, referring to the meeting.
policies like these are implemented .
Lowry
has
scheduled meetings with boards and presidents from each
at the university level."
of
the
six
state
funded universities.
"What's going to be the line
people draw before you do get
kicked out of school? Kissing? Intercourse? What's bad enough to
actually getexpelled?"Martin said.
"Are the people who are afraid to
say no to someone going to be too
afraid to tell someone that someone
962-4380
438 N Sprague
else touched them?"
"I just don't see how rules like
In the Plaza Behind Safeway
these can be enforced and controlled," Martin said.
The Salon that Specializes in:
Sexual improprieties can leave
•Precision Cuts
both males and females feeling
embarrased, angry, or guilty, according to Howard. She says one
• Perming & Coloring
way to avoid these feelings before
they start is to "be candid."
• Pedicures & Manicures
"Obviously students are going to
• New! Facia_l Waxing
have to verbalize what they are
feeling," Howard said.
Evenings By
"Communication is necessary.
Mon. - Sat.
Appointment ,
Respect one another's feelings and
insist on adequate policies and protections."

-

Studio438

Walk ins Welcome!

CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

CAM PUS SH UTT LE

Created ~s a _Service to Faculty, Students and Staff of the Central Washington University Community

SCHEDULED STOPS

RIDE FREE with Parking Permit

MAP: The following map is designed to
illustrate route.
This map is not to scale. Streets not
used have been omitted.

$.25 per ride (Correct Change Please)

Campus Shuttle Service
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With Service ending at 2:15 p.m.
Service Beginning at
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See Chart Below
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Campus Shuttle stops at
the location listed
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along with aid 602: legislators threaten

byo~~itelOD JU~~~:.1year,anincreJ1Se
News editor
Tuition and fees rose this year by
10 percent, after last year's state
legislature increased the percentage of CQst students would pay for
their education.
"The legislature WaS short on
funds," said Dan Keller, associate
director for finance for the state
Higher Education Coordinating
Board.
"It was either they cut deeper into
the budgets or raise tuition," Keller
said.
"This way, we can maintain our
higher education standards.''
The legislature changed the percentage. of costs for students from
25 percent to 27 percent. Next
year, the increase will jump to 31.5
percent, in accordance with the 9395 bienium budget.
Currently, students at the three
regional universities(Western,
Eastern and Central) and Evergreen
State College pay, on average,
$1,971 a quarter for tuition and
fees. That figure will climb to

whichtheyareintheprocessof

to cut higher education

of 14 percent.
doing now.
_F_r_o_m_p_a_g_e1_______
Keller said the legislature thought
Keller said the board would be worked in those 24 states."
quite extensively about the situa- presenting to the legislature in
In 1988 a commission appointed
tion they were putting students in, January its recommendations re- by Booth Gardner recommended
so along with the tuition increases, garding tuition increases.
that similar measures be taken,
state financial aid was expanded to
Washington state is not alone in Haberman said.
assist more students.
tuition increases.
"So it's not a new concept, as far
According to Keller, while tuition
According to the College Press as the framework itself."
increases will amount to $90 mil- Service, students across the nation
Bob Case Ir., owner of Thayer/
lion from the state colleges, finan- are paying between $113 and $576 Case Realtors of Ellensburg, said
.. id was i'ncreased to $55 mil- more th'is year m
. tm"t'ion and tiees too
he thinks
C.ial cu
fast. government is growing
lion.
than they did last fall.
"It's growing on the backs of the
"We hope that now we can help
The College Press Service report private sector," he said.
more people go to school," Keller also said that as a whole, tuition
Case said small businesses suffer
said.
increases across the country were under the current tax policy.
About 18,000 students in Wash- ·slight, but still up about eight per"Our taxes went up 33 percent,"
ington received state financial aid cent over last year.'
Case said.
last year, and Keller said there is
According to Keller, while
He also said he personally does
potential to expand that to 36,000 Washington school's tuition . in- not want Central' s budget to be cut
this year.
creases were above the national if 1-602 passes. But he said the
"What this means, " Keller said, average, Washington had more university is "going to have to face
the cuts like anyone else."
"is that some students can go to
catching up to do.
"Higher education has grown at
school now who couldn't in the
"We have been below the national 118 percent in this state where the
past, and those students who relied average for some time," Keller said. enrollments have grown 5 percent,"
so heavily on loans in the past will "Our figures are now just being Case said.
have to rely less on that money."
brought up to that average."
"None of the voters say, 'I want to
The state Higher Education Coor"Students are going to have to get cut higher ed, "' Haberman said.
dinating Board serves as by with less',' Keller said. "It is He said the legislators threaten to
administors to the state colleges going to be tougher to make ends cut universities while the voters
andalsoworksoncoststudyreports, meet."
ask for government waste to be cut
instead.

Shuttle
offers rides
and jobs

He also said no piece of legislation
is perfect.
"But at least this is a start, a move
in the right direction," Habennan
said. "I think they (students) need
to take a good look at them (the
initiatives). When you cast your
vote, you should be confident in
it.,,
Andrea Singleton, director of
Citizens for Higher Education, a
political action committee formed
in opposition to the initiatvies, said
1-602 would have "a very negative
impact on the state."
She said the $952 million in taxes
includes the increased taxes on alcohol and tobacco intended to fund
the new state health care system.
Singleton said the alcohol and
tobaccoindustrieshavecontributed
more than $250,000in supportofi602.
She said that more than 40 percent
of the state budget is safeguarded
from any cuts.
So the remaining portion, which
includes higher educaion, the health
care system and corrections, will
suffer cuts.
Education, environment, health
care and organized labor interests
have opposed 1-602, Singleton said.

PR INC I PL ES of S 0 UN D RETIRE,\\ ENT IN\' EST ING

Mental illness
has warning signs. too.
For a free booklet
about mental illness, call :
1-800-969-NMHA.

by Courtney R. Daisley
Staff reporter

Learn to see the warning signs.

Students, faculty and staff tired of
inadequate parking can now take
advantage of one of Central' s newest enterprises: the campus shuttle.
Fall quarter is the first for the
shuttle, although it ran briefly as a
trial program last spring.
According to Edna Madsen, supervisorof Motor Pool, the campus
shuttle was implemented for two
important reasons: people and
space.
"First, as the human factor, we're
looking to provide service to both
students and faculty," Madsen said.
"We are also trying to help with
parking because there just aren't
enough places to park on the interior of the campus," Madsen said.
"Shutt1e use is encouraged to help
alleviate the lack of space," she
said.
The shuttle runs from 7: 15 a.m.
to 2: 15 p.m., Monday through Friday.
As well as helping students get
around campus, theshuttleprogram ,. . ,
also provides jobs for students. . ~
"The students' driving records are i
checked out throroughly through
the police department," Madsen
said.
·~
Madsen said the shuttle service ~
..?·
has taken some time to get started d
and for students to catch on, but 1
she she is optimistic about its fu- ]
ture.
~
.~·
"There is some skepticism on ~
dependability, but I am still en- ~"
couraged," Madsen said. ·'There ~
are some people who are depend- ~
. ~
ing on it and we are very apprec1a- ;::
tive of the people who do ·use it."
The ride is free for students with ~
parking permits and 25 cents for fi
those without.

J
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Ellensburg Blues
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very year, a lot of people make a
money you don't send t.o Washington
huge mistake on their taxes. They
works even harder for you. Down the
don't take adva'n tage of tax deferral and
road, that can make.a dramatic difference
wind up sending Uncle Sam money they
in your quality of life.
could be saving for retirement.
What else makes SRAs so special?
Fortunately, that's a mistake you can
A range of allocation choices-from the
easily avoid with TIAA-CREF SRAs.
guaranteed security of TIAA to the
SRAs not only ease your current taxdiversified investment accounts of
bite, they offer a remarkably easy way
CREF's variable annuity-all backed
to build retirement income-especially
by the nation's number one retirement
for the "extras!' that your regular pension system.
and Social Security benefits may not
Why write off the chance for a more
cover. Because your contributions are
· rewarding retirement? Call today and
made in before-tax dollars, you pay less
learn more about how TIAA-CREF
taxes now. And since all earnings on
SRAs can help you enjoy many
your SRA are tax-deferred as well, the
happy returns.
Benefit now from
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deferral. C11ll our SRA hotline 1800-842-2733, ext. 8016.
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'All men are possible heroes': Sociology professor discusses
the many changing roles of men and women in the ·1990s
by Staci West
Editor

In the last couple of years, Americans have had "a national seminar
on masculinity," according to Dr.
Michael S. Kimmel, the keynote
speaker for Preview Week.
Kimmel, an associate professor
of sociology at State University of
New York at Stony Brook, discussed men's issues in the 1990s
with over 500 students on Sept.13.
The program was sponsored by the
Women's Resource Center, Student Affairs-Diversity and Residence Living.
"The change in women's lives in
the past 25 years has been so overwhelming that women's expectations of men have changed," said
Kimmel, the author of eight books
and nearly 40 articles.
He explained four arenas in which
women's lives have changed over
25 years.
First, women have made gender
visible, he said. He noted the increasing amount of women's centers on college campuses.
"Twenty-five years ago we did
not know that gender was a central
experience in people's lives," he
said. "But now people understand
that gender is a pole around which
women's lives are organized."
Second, Kimmel said women's
relationships concerning work have
changed. More women are working full-time and most college-age
women expect to pursue a career
when they graduate, he said.
Third, women's relationship to
work and family has changed dra-

matically over the past 25 years, he
said.
.
"Women face this very painful
choice of wanting to have real
warm, loving families and really
exciting, engaging careers,"
Kimmel said. "Women today are
unwilling to make that choice."
Finally, Kimmel said that
women's lives have "changed
enormously around sexuality." He
cited statistics which showed nearly
twice as many women today masturbate than did 25 years ago.
He said the central change in
women's sexuality is that they feel
entitled to sexual pleasure.
"What's been happening with
men?"Kimmelasked. "Notmuch."
He said most men are still trying

''

Sometimes I think we
measure masculinity
in this culture today
by bulges.
Michael S. Kimmel
to be the traditional men of the
1950s. He then explained the four
basic rules of manhood.
The cardinal rule of manhood is
no sissy stuff, Kimmel said. And he
described masculinity as the "relentless repudiation of femininity."
Kimmel said the second rule of
manhood is to be the "big wheel."
"Actually, sometimes I think we
measure masculinity in this culture
todaybybulges,"hesaid. "Bulging
wallets, bulging crotches, bulging

biceps."
The third rule is to be a "sturdy
oak," emotionally distant or constant and never showing weakness.
The final rule of manhood,
Kimmel said, is to give 'em hell
and live on the edge by taking risks.
Kimmel paired up the four arenas
in which women's lives have
changed and the four rules of manhood and then explained how men
and women can reconcile them.
In terms of gender, Kimmel said
it's visible to men because they are
constantly trying to prove their
manhood.
With more women in the workplace, he said, men must understand that it will be rare to have a
career without working with a female colleague or boss.
"The first job of men is not to
harass women that we work with,"
he said.
Kimmel said it's in men's best
interest to support women's efforts
toendsexual harassment. Then men
and women will be able to have the
types of relationships they say they
want to have, he said.
And being the sturdy oak, Kimmel
said, prevents men from having
closer relationships with wives,
children and friends. And he said
90 percent of men in the workplace
say they would like these closer
relationships.
By giving 'em hell, Kimmel said,
men constantly confirm their masculinity through sex. Bu tissues such
as AIDS and date rape stem from
this practice, he said.
Kimmel said AIDS is "the most
gendered disease in history." Although men and women are equally

Sociology professor Michael S. Kimmel discussed changing roles of men and women in the 1990s.

at risk, 93 percent of all cases are
men.
He also explained the need for
women to feel a "relational safety."
"Only when women know that no
means no can they say yes to their
desires," Kimmel said.
Kimmel also discussed the vulnerability women have to rape.
"It should be an outrage to us
(men)," he said. "We should be so
pissed off that women walk around
that vulnerable... and we should do
everything in our power to make
sure that women are no longer raped
in this culture. It is an affront to our
manhood that there are men doing
thatout there."
But he said men's socialized hearing impairments (not listening when
women say no) block better relationships between men and women.

"But for women to get access to
their right to pleasure," Kimmel
said, "they also need that we men
be responsible. That we be responsible emotionally and sexually, ...
treat out partners like their integrity
is as important as our own."
Kimmel said men have the choice
of being dragged "kicking and
screaming into the future, fighting
the whole way," or men can decide
that there is something they can
learn from.
"So I think, in fact, the promise is
much greater than the cost," he
said, "if we support women's efforts to end date rape, to end sexual
harassment, to share domestic life."
He closed his presentation with a
quote from Elizabeth Barret
Browning's"Aurora Lee," saying,
"All men are possible heroes."
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OBSERVANCE

Administrators fail to
ensure students' safety

C

entral students should be indignant if the administration cares
more about the university's image than about students' safety.
This past summer, two female Central students reported they had been
raped by Central athletes.
The first case occurred in July when a woman reported to the Ellensburg Police Department that four Central basketball players had raped
her at an off-campus location.
·
In the second case, an 18-year-old freshman woman reported to
campus police that a freshman football player had raped her in her
residence hall (see related story, page 1).
Unfortunately, as with most events in life, the lesson to be learned may
· be somewhat hidden. In this instance, the administrators at Central
have a lesson to learn.
·
Just as disturbing as the incidents themselves was the reaction by
administrators to the rape cases.
In response to both sexual assault cases, three Central. administrators
separately expressed relief that the rapes had occurred over the summer
when students were not around to learn about them.
This attitude displays a lack of concern for the safety of Central
students. Perhaps maintaining the image of our university is more
important to them than students_' safety.
But sweeping rape cases under the lavish new rugs in Barge Hall only
hurts students, and the university, in the long run.
Women have succeeded in their struggle to rais~ awareness of sexual
assault. But people such as these administrators block any hope for
improving the situation at Central.
The administration must strive to educate students about rape, not hide
it from them.
'
The role of administrators is clearly outlined in their job descriptions.
But the most important motivator for doing their job should not ~
polishing Central's image.
Instead, they should-strive to create an environment in which students
can learn, live and grow--safely.
With their comments, these administrators discounted the trauma
every victim of a rape must endure.
- Administrators should disseminate the information, however harmful
it may be to Central's reputation. When women learn that other women
have been raped, they may be more cautious around men.
Perhaps men will also be more cautious with women. That may result
in fewer rapes.
Students should know that rape does occur at Central. Rapes may not
be reported, but perhaps victims are afraid to.
If administrators worried more about students' safety than reputations,
rape victims might feel confident enough to report the incidents.
Central students should demand that administrators report such events
to them, even if they occur during the summer.
The personal safety of students is much more important than Central's
image.

LETTERS
and staff reductions-up
Students will_ to• faculty
170FIE;
• budget cuts-up to $14 million;
•financial aid and scholarship resuffer under ductions;
• student support services reducinitiatives
tions;
To the Editor:

This goal was exceeded by 38
. percent.
Department of Public Safety and ·
Police Services would like to express our appreciation to ruJ, of the
donors and volunteers who made
this possible.
•elimination and weakening of Thanks for your generous support
academic programs;
of this project.
• increased class size and restricted
class availability.
Steve Rittereiser
Can Central, and higher educa- Director, Public Safety and Police
tion statewide, afford these types Services
·
of cuts?
For more information on both
sides of the issue, contact the Board
of Directors office in SUB 106.
Please VOTE NO on Initiatives
601and602.

i

On Nov. 2, voters will m3ke a
decision that could change the face
of higher education.
Initiatives 601 and 602 are two
measures which could have a devastating impact on tuition costs,
financial aid, student enrollment,
and faculty and staff positions
statewide.
These initiatives are attractive to
voters who think that by voting
"Tax reduction magic," theiropin- Heather Flodstrom
ion on the "tax and spend" attitude Andrea Gilmore
of government will be automatically imposed.
What they do not realize is that if
enacted, these initiatives will eventual! y create more costs than savings
To the Editor:
through special program cuts.
;On September 23, 1993 the
What does this mean for students
Campus Police sponsored a blood
and staff at Central?
drive in conjunction with the
Several things are possible:
• Tuition increases-up to 40 per- American Red Cross.
The goal for this blood drive was
cent or more;
• Enrollment reductions-up t o to collect 50 units of blood from the
campus community.
1500 students;

Blood drive
exceeds goal

Catastrophe may 'break the crucible of evolution'
by Jay D. Hair
Edward 0. Wilson has never surrendered the child's inestimable
gift of wonder at the magnificence
of life and nature.
That gift has led him into rain
forests and jungles, to the scholarly
documentation of the complex
world of ants that won him his
second Pulitzer Prize, to the lecture
halls of Harvard and to the curatorship of the university's Museum
of Comparative Zoology. The
journey has been rewarding.
That same gift now compels him
as he warns and awakens the world
to a human-caused spasm of species
extinction unparalleled since the
abrupt end of the Age of Dinosaurs
65 million years ago.
"At the rate at which we are sacrificing biodiversity, 20 percent of
all species will be lost during the
next 30 years," he says.
Wilson's concentration on minute

detail revealed to him the broader
uni verse of biological diversity, the
sum of all life's hereditary variety.
In his pursuit of how and why
living things work as they do, he
saw mounting before him evidence
of an extinction catastrophe under
way, what he termed a force that
may "break the crucible of evolution."
This insight has driven Ed Wilson
to the forefront of those calling for
protection of the world's biological diversity before worse damage
become irreversible.
His latest book, "The Diversity of
Life," is an impassioned plea to
draw back from the precipice of
further extinctions.
·"There is nothing natural about
the kind of extinction that humanity is causing," he says. The destruction of wild habitat on a
timescale of decades is exponentially accelerating the natural attrition of species that occurs on the
timescale of millions of years.

Wilson estimates that the current
rate of species extinction attributable to human action is 1,000 to
10,000 times faster than anything
that has diminished species diversity since the dinosaurs were wip<!d ·
out.
This shriveling of life is the most
colossal experiment humankind is
currently imposing upon the planet.
Unlike other experiments we've
stumbledinto, theconsequencesof
mass species extinction are permanent on any scale of time relevant to
human experience.
Recovery from each of the past
five extinction episodes in the
chronicle of life on this planet has
takenanaverageoflOmillionyears.
Wilson argues for the intrinsic
value of every life form, no matter
how small or obscure.
"Each species is a miracle," he
says, "the product of e.normous
amounts of genetic evolution over
tens of thousands or even millions
of years."

He likens the one to ten billion of so many species. As a first step,
genetic letters unique to each spe- he says, we need to know how
cies to the pages in the books of the many species there are and where
library of life. On any one of them they live.
.
we may someday find new mediOnly about 1.4 million of the
cal or agricultural knowledge like world's 10 to 100 million species
that that has already given us have so much as been named.
countless disease-fighting drugs Habitats, particularly those harand more robust strains of crop boring large species concentrations,
seeds derived from wild sources.
need protection.
Pushing species into oblivion is
''The absolutely indispensable
the equivalent of burning the books core to saving individual species"
of nature's history before they have 'in this country, he says, is maintaining a strong Endangered Speeven been read.
"We don't know which species cies Act. Wilson pleads with the
out there are going to provide these conviction born of.knowledge.
great benefits to humanity," he
"Biodiversity is our greatest natural heritage. It is a major part of our
says.
"Also, we don't know which ones deep history. It is of incalculable
are going to prove to.be vital to an benefit to humanity. It is ethically
ecosystem, the keystone species correct to save species."
they're called; so their loss might
:Jlair is tfie presUent of tfie
cause radical and destructive
!J{Jltiona[
'Wiftf[ije :Federation (!l{t.changes in the environment."
printeti
wit~
:permission of ·tfie
Wilson believes humanity will
overcome the biological short- ?{µwpaper 'Enterprise Jl.5sociations,
sightedness threatening the sw-Vival Inc.}
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Provost encourages students to make the most of college
By Thomas D. Moore
Dear Students:
I am pleased to have this opportunity to welcome all of you to what
is now your university.
Now is a good time for you to
reflect not only on your own efforts
but also on the efforts made by your
parents and your previous teachers,
who worked hard on your behalf,
even when sometimes you may not
have understood, agreed with, or
appreciated the abiding interest they
Thomas D. Moore
took in you as students and developing adults.
We also have been working hard in things I would.like to bring tcryour
anticipation of your matriculation at attention that I believe are not unreCentral Washington University, lated to how successful, how susparticularly our Admissions and tained, and ultimately how meanRegistrar's Offices as well as the ingful your career as a member of
various departments and schools ·this community will be.
First, you must understand, as we
which will become your new acado, that you are in charge of your
demic home.
It may appear to be too early in the education and no one else.
The faculty and staff of the univeryear for a lecture, but there are a few

and
ox
eauty

?{p,turalSfjncare

Proiucts
Qpaiity ~up mu! 9{pil care mate/id

to your own iniiviiua! coUninff.

'Beauty :For !Jl{[
Seasons, Inc.
Gia Whitney Pace
Independent Omsultant

963-7646
(leave menage)

sity are prepared to be of significant and substantial assistance to
you.
However. learning is at least a
partnership in which the acceptance of your obligations and your
responsibilities will be the major
determinants of your success as a
student. .
Second, you must recognize that,
although itisasupportiveandsupporting culture, it is also a demanding one in which expectations
and standards of performance are
high but reasonable.
Make no mistake about it: we do
have expectations of you as a student and as a citizen of our community, and there are standards of
performance to which you wilJ be
held in the classroom and
throughout the university.
Third, as a partner in the development of your own education,
much of what you do and how you
do it is directly related to how
much you will receive and grow
and develop, not only in knowl-

SALON

edge and understanding, but also
in social and emotional ways as
well.
School is not life, but at this stage
in your development, school
should be the major part of your
life.
Fourth, be sure to go to class and
take advantage of the fine faculty
which is available to you.
It is characteristic of American
culture, and consequently of
American students, to underestimate the importance and contribution of the classroom in the development of basic skills and
knowledges associated with
meaningful and humane livir1g.
Unlike your previous education
experience, no one is going to force
you, or try to force you, to learn.
In that regard, you should remember that teaching is an offering and not a gift. So, attend class,
talk to your professors. and become engaged in le~m1ing as a
worthwhile process which is undergone in order to generate real

results.
Yes, there are grades, both as an
incentive and as a reward, but there
also is much more: discipline,
cognitive and other skills, general as
well as specific kinds of knowledge,
increased confidence, new relationships, development of new and
powerful sensitivities and sympathies, and even long-lasting friendships.
Fifth, a university in some ways is
a very special kind of environment.
Jn many ways. it is a privileged
environment that all of us (students,
faculty, staff, administration) are
privileged to enjoy and belong to.
In that sense, it is also a precious
environment, which therefore is
fragile and must be carefully provided for by all of us. Central aspects
of this environment are not only
freedom of the faculty to teach and
impart knowledge, but the freedom
of the students to learn.

See PROVOST/Page 14

111 W. 3rd.
962-5448

10°/o OFF ALL
'HAIRCARE
PRODUCTS.
WITH THIS
COUPON

Monday• Football $1.25 pounders
Tuesday• Watch for daily specials
Wednesday •Dance music 9 - close
Thursday • 25¢ Beers 8-9PM (rock & roll after the
Simpsons)
Friday• T.G.I.F. Dance music 9 - Close
Saturday• College football & Dancing 9 - Close
Sunday • $1.25 pounders during football games on the
big screen. Free pool & jazz night

Projissional1fmr Vt.SitJntrs
Redken • Paul Mitchell • Nexxus • Joico
92s-21n
708 E. 8th (at the Plaza)• ELLENSBURG, WA 98926

And youthou t rock'IT roll .
was tlie O~):tli1'ng affi player
could adCl to your room
Interactive programs on CD-ROM
cover every subjectfrom politics to physiology. ·
And they inwrporate sound, animation, music
and video clips. So ordinary topics become ~
more exciting, involving and relevant.

Bring your papers, projects andpresentations to
---------- life by incorporating photos, clip art and a huge variety
---------oftype fonts- alt available on CD-ROM.

Because a single CD-ROM disc stores more
information than 500 floppy disks, you'll be able t~
instantly access encyclopedias, dictionaries and
extensive databases- all with the click ofa mouse.

/

JVu still want rock 'n' roll? Plug in a pair of
self-powered speakers and the CD-ROM drive
plays audio CDs too -so you can work away,
while listening to your favorite music.

Buy the Macintosh Centris 610 now,
and you'll also receive the CD-ROM gift
pack: two discs that include an electronic
encyclopedia., a dictionary, interactive
rock videos, music for your audio CD
player and more (worth $32?1).

CD-ROM technology brings vast new
capabilities to the desktop. Which is w}Jy, soon,
more and more computers will include a CD-ROM
drive. Buy one, and you're making an
investment that will last you welt into the future.
Apple Macintosh Cenlris ™ 610
8/230 with CD-ROM, Macitllosh Color
Display and Apple F.xtended Keyboard ll.

CD-ROM technology puts a world of information at your finger- our CD gift pack. Visit your Apple Campus Reseller today. While you're
tips, and enables you to work with so11nd, video and animation. Buy there, ask about financing with the Apple®Computer Loan~ Apd 'the Macintosh Centris™ 610 with CD-ROM drive, and you'll also receive discover the power of Macintosh~ The power to be your besr

.®

For more information contact

Monte Bisson at the University Store
.

963-1359

"Available to qualifying studenrs, at participating authorized Apple Campus R~ellers. 'Sugg~led relllil pna. ©1993 APPie Computer. Inc. All rights resm'lili. Afp/e. the Apple logo. Macintosh a11d 'The power to he your besr are regislereil trlllktnaris <f)/Jple Computer. Inc.
Macmlosh CenJris is a trademark ofApple Computer. Inc. The Neu•Grolier ,lfullimedia Encyclopedia is a tradetnari of Grolier ~ic Publishing, Inc.

Associated Students of Central Washington University

ASC

Stop By SUB 106 or Call 963-1693

The ·Board of Directors
Welcon1es You!
The Associated Students of Central Washington llniverst.\'
(ASCWU), exists to develop leadership and interpersonal skills
throughout college years. It's nwmhership consists of' ever.\' enrolled
student here at Central. The association is under leadership of seven
Board of Directors (BOD), who giYe students a strong, united voice to
organize and deYelop ideas for their benefit. The BOD represents
you on campus, in the community, in Olympia, and the public eye.
There are numerous <1venucs to become involwd at Central. There
are more than 80 clubs ~md organizations ~is well as over 25 standing
committees under the direct ion of the ASCWlJ that allows each and
ever)' student the opportunity to enhance their college experience. In
addition, we employ man.\' students in a wide array of' jobs. Special
programs by the ASC\Vll include l'onc.·crts, guest speakers, personal
awareness seminars, theme actiYitics, dam·es, and an Emerging
Leaders program. These programs arc for the enjoyment and
benefit of YOU - the students.

We have only touched on some of the benefits the ASCWU has to offer
as opportunties available here at Central. We want each and every
one of you to be involved. If you have an~ questions, comments, or
suggestions, please stop b~· our office in SUB 106 or c:all 963-1693.
WE ARE HERE FOR YOU!
Top to Bottom, Left to Right: Rep. to Stucknt Facilities Leslie Wchh, Rep. for Political
Affairs Jeff Olsen. Y.P. for O rgani1.ational Affairs Shawn Christie. Rep. !"or University
Life Denise Skaggs, Rep. for Academic Affairs .John Rrnng,,in. Executive Y.P. Shannon
Culler, President Kris Henry

~
• •
•

SATURDA~

OCTOBER 9
BEA PART

OF IT

I

:Gathering point: Cle Elu,,.;
High School Parking Lot
Ellensburg, Hertz:
Parking Lot, CWU

BA.M.

Hot Chocolate, Coff-. and Donuts provided

•

It's For Everyone!
Let's Clean Our River Now ...
Call 925-3137 to volunteer in Ellensburg
Call 963-1693 to volunteer from CWU Campus

1~
I

Come Join
the
Annual Event!

J
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Provost: 'Take charge of
your education,' he says
From Page 13
With such freedoms and responsibilities must come the recognition
that the freedom to learn is necessarily accompanied by the freedom
to choose not to learn. _
You must take charge of your
education. That is what is expected
of you and what you must do.
There are all kinds of activities,
opportunities, and experiences that
will be made available to you within
the university.
Try to engage in as many of the socalled co-curricular of extra-curricular activities as possible, for

"Every great and commanding movement in ~he annals of the
world is the triumph of enthusiasm. Nothing great was ever
achieved without it."
Ralph Waldo Emerson

they are a way in which you truly
become a member of the community and enrich your education. ·
Finally, I know what I have said
may seem heavy and demanding,
so above all else also learn to have
fun and how to have fun.
Universities are great places in
which the opportunities provided
are as rich and varied as the peope
in it.
It is the essential connecting link
between your efforts and ours
which in the end makes all of our
work and your work worthwhile.
Have a good and productive year.

CP&PC

·

t:;~ntral's Career Planning & Placement Center, located

in Barge
204 invites students to register for service, use the career library with
its many employer direct~ries, keep posted on campus interviews, job
listings, and' discuss career concerns with a counselor.
Those companies visiting Central in October and November:
The Coast Guard, Safeco, Lady Footlocker, Sound Investment Services,
Taco Bell, Builders Square, State Farm Insurance, Fastenal , Business
Men's Assurance, Copier Connexion, PrimericaFinancial Services, The
New England/Seattle Hilborn Agency, Northwestern Mutual Financial
Services, Mariposa& Savannah, Enterprise Rent-A-Car, K-MartCorp.,
and Washington state DSHS .
Call CP & PC at 963-1921 for more information on campus visits.

Mens Night!
4 - 8 p.m.
$5 OFF Every Wednesday

ONE COURSE THAT COULD CHANGE
THE COURSE OF YOUR LIFE.
Look forward to the future with confidence. Enroll in Anny
ROTC, an elective that's different from any other college course.
ROTC offers hands-on training. Training that gives you experience
and helps buildself-confidence, character and management skills.
All the credentials employers look for.
Army ROTC is open to freshmen and sophomores without
obligation and requires about four hours per week. It will put your
life on a whole new course.

_ MLS 101-The Army Officer

J

Find out more. Contact the Military Science Department,
Room 202, Peterson Hall, 963-3518.

~} ·

. ~··\~l

Ooh-Vations

,

Call Michelle

ARMY ROTC

962-5225

THE SMAKl'EST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

404 N. Anderson

1BTH & Walnut

UNIVERSITY
DAIRY
STORE
New university store at 18th & Walnut

Farm fresh milk and our very own premium
Ice Cream. Oh, What flavors.
• Gary Dough • Nutty Truman • Bulldog Bubblegum • Blueberry
Cheesecake • Reecer-Creek Brownie • Wildcat Chocomint and many others. Select flavors available in Sugar free.

Mon. thru Friday 7AM- lOPM
OPEN •• Sat.
& Sun. lOAM- lOPM

Made with Pride in
Washington

i il,,;11m1
-···

.....
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"The Plague Drawings," an exhibit featuring 30 large-scale charcoal figure drawings by . Clint
Brown, opened this Tuesday at the
Sarah Spurgeon Gallery in Randall
Hall. A reception for the artist, who
is currently a teacher at Oregon
State University, will be held in the
gallery on Oct. 28 at 7 p.m.
These powerful drawings bring
the medieval imagery of the embrace of death into the poignant
context of the modem AIDS epidemic. The skeleton-which represents Azrael, the Angel of Death,
who according to _folklore seduces
its victims-is a··consistent presence.
Azrael is · shown in poses that
graphically represent the physical
risk of sex in the face of the rapid
spread of AIDS. "Through my
artwork I have tried to bring home
the message that everyone needs to
be concerned about the threat of
AIDS," Brown said.
"I have deliberately sought to
create in the viewer the mixed feelings that might parallel those risks
associated with intimacy today as
AIDS becomes increasingly
threatening," Brown explained.
The centerpiece of the exhibit is
a massive tri-fold based on a
children's nursery rhyme that
originated in the Middle Ages with
the spread of the bubonic plague:
"Ring around the rosie, pocket full
of posies, ashes, ashes, we all fall
down."
When "Black Death" swept
through Europe in the 14th century,
it wiped out entire populations of
several cities. Fear of the disease
was so great that many in positions
of authority, such as clergymen or
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Clint Brown's haunting "Hush" Is pan of his charcoaled commentary on AIDS shown now In the Sarah Spurgeon Gallery.
physicians, would flee rather than
risk infection.
People of the time believed they
might escape death by breathing air
through the purifying · aroma of
flowers. The nursery rhyme became an expression of the futility
of this commonly held belief.
"I've retum~d to this theme because I feel that religious and political institutions, which are often
outspoken on social and moral issues, have remained for the most

part conspicuously silent· on the
subject of AID_S ," Brown said.
"The general public also clings
to a false sense of immunity. People
have convinced themselves that if
they're heterosexual or they don't
use IV drugs, thatthethreatdoesn't
touch them, that they aren't at risk,
thattheirchildren will be protected.
"But that just isn't the case," he
said. "AIDS is the world's first
global epidemic. These drawings
are intended to serve as sort of a

'shock treatment' for raising the
awareness that AIDS is an insidious threat to virtually everyone in
our society.
"It will have devastating social
and political impact-beyond the
human suffering it causes. It can't
be ignored."
One art critic commented on the
drawings, "In style, [the drawings]
recall the unflinching social commentaries of Honore Daumier and
Fransisco Goya's poignant docu-

mentations of the Spanish Inquisition."
Brown holds a master of fine arts
degree from the University of
Southern California in Los Angeles, and spent a year in England as
a Fullbright Exchange Fellow. His
studio is in Corvallis, Ore., where
he teaches drawing and painting at

osu.

Gallery hours are Monday
through Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
through Oct. 29.

Arnold hits gun safety bulls-eye
by Staci West ·
Editor
High up in the Adirondack Mountains ofNew York state, 7-year-old
Brian Arnold fired his first weapon.
Soon he was shooting woodchucks
for a neighbor who paid Arnold
five dollars apiece for the holediggers.
Arnold, 31, now a law and justice
major at Central who jokes that he
knows "everything about nothing,"
can shoot a bulls-eye across the
length of four football fields.
Arnold enlisted in the Army immediately after graduating from
high school and served for 11 years.
During that time he was stationed
in Alaska, Georgia and Washington.
- As a member of an Army Ranger
battalion, Arnold toured from Jordan to Japan. He even parachuted
over the Arctic Circle as part of a
Ranger exercise.
There are three Army Ranger battalions with about 600 soldiers in
each one. Rangers attend a special
58-day training school, in addition
to the regular four months of training Army soldiers undergo.
"I was a squad leader of the world's
greatest commando unit," he said.
"They (Rangers) are the best, the
crack infantry of the world."
Arnold said Rangers operate in
Mike Spence/The Observer
small
or large units and are trained
Student Brian Arnold, who teaches handgun t>rientation classes
to
perform
by land, sea or air.
at Kittitas County Trading Co., fine-tunes his aim.

He competed with the All-Army
Shooting Team for two years and
won numerous trophies in matches
across the United States. including
second place in a 1.000-yard match
using an M-14 semi-automatic rifle.
At a Ft. Lewis ·division match,
Arnold captained a team which took
first place· in all shooting events.
Healsotookfirstplacein individual
competition firing an M-16.
When asked what he does for fun,
Arnold said he goes on "ruck runs."
"I do four-, six-, twelve-, sometimes fifteen-mile ruck runs with a
rucksack of about 63 to 65 lbs,"
. said the man who now serves in the
Army's 12th Special Forces Reserve Unit. His ruck runs keep him
in shape for reserve training.
But the former Ranger also listens
to fiddle music such as "Foggy
Mountain Breakdown." And
Arnold said he enjoys the classical
music of Bach and Beethoven who
he believes were "genuises and
probably years or centuries ahead
of their time."
As a student, Arnold shares his
know ledge of weapons by teaching
a handgun orientation class at the
Kittitas County Trading Company
at 305 N. Main. He also works
there full time.
In these classes, Arnold teaches
weapon safety, functions of various guns, and capabilities and limitations of the weapon and its user.
His students also get time in the

firing range to apply what they
learn.
His intermediate class "expounds
on the basics and involves selfdefenseorientation." Itcoversrapid
fire and self-defense tactics.
Arnold said it is important to be
familiar with weapons because "the
more you know about something,
the less you will assume."
He also said people take the
classes for various reasons, but he
is npt interested in why they do.
"The only thing I'm interested in
isthattheywanttogettheirmoney's
worth and retain enough of the
critical information so that they can
apply it."
Arnold compared shooting guns
with playing tennis.
"Like any sport, there's a lot involved... fundamentals, advanced
levels, different techniques,"
Arnold said. .
"These have to be mastered," he
continued.
When asked what he would like to
do with his law and justice degree
when he graduates this year, Arnold
jokingly said he would hang it on
the wall and use it for target practice.
Arnold said he would like to work
for the government again, possibly
in the Secret Service. But he is also
considering attending law school.
"I believe in making decisions.
which will enhance one's options,
not limit them."
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Professor takes the Great Wall to class
five main cities in China. starting
with Shanghai, which Launius said
Staff reporter
is a major industrial center.
Picture yourself in the position of Their next stop was Nanjing, "one
a faculty member who is given an of the old capitals of pre-revoluopportunity to journey overseas and tionary China."
examine the culture of another
Heifei, their next stop, is an ordicountry.
nary Chinese city and the site of
Such was the experience of Dr. · Anhui University, one of Central's
Michael A. Launius, associate pro- sister universities.
fessor and chair of the political
The study group spent three weeks
· sciencedepartment. Launius, along there and became familiar with the
with four other university faculty common side of Chinese life. Xian,
members, went on a five-week their next stop, was the first capital
study tour of China this summer.
of China.
·
The study group was able to go
"Roughly 2,400 years ago, the
beyond the popular tourist desti- firstEmpire was founded in Xian,"
nations to see the daily life in China. Launius said. The name China,
Launius srud they saw "schools and according to Launius, is derived
other universities, and factories . . . from the first Imperial House, the
so we [the ~tudy .------------'~---------, Qin House.
group] also got a
Beijing, their
feel for everyday
final stop, is the
Chinese life."
"modem" capiThe group
tal of China.
from Central
One of 'the
consisted
of
·· i most obvious
Bang-Soon
~ differences beY oon, assistant
] tween life in
professor of po; ~ China and the
litical science;
United States,
Anne Denman,
~ Launius said, is
professor and
' l that"therearea
chair of the an~ lot more people
.. .x
thropology de- .___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _._·=: ::& [in China], ...
partment;
Dr. Michael A. Launius
it'samuchbigClayton Denman,
ger society."
professor of anthropology; and
There are 1.1 billion people in
Laura Appleton, professor of soci- China, he said, and that makes for
ology .
more crowded conditions.
·
These five, along with eight other
Bicycles_facilitate transportation
teachers from Washington state, between work, shopping and home.
were sent on the trip through a But clothing and hairstyles are
Fulbright-Hayes grant.
similar to Western fashions, even
The other teachers were chosen among the university students.
by the Office of Superintendent of
Launius said he enjoyed meeting
Public Instruction from all over the manydifferentChinese people, and
state, Launius said.
talking with them. He ·said they
Launius said he plans to use and were friendly and open. .
apply the knowledge he has gained
The study group met other profrom his trip to Chinain histeaching fessors and students, factory
at Central. This quarter he is workers and shop owners.
teaching a course entitled "InternaThe group stayed mostly at unitional Politics in the Pacific Rim." versities, he said. Consequently,
He said the knowledge he gained they received the most exposure to
of politics on his trip will be of university faculty and students.
immediate benefit to him.
While the group was in Heifei,
The five weeks were spent · Launius said, they spent most of
"studying contemporary social and their days on the university campus
economic and political changes in attending lectures by Chinese facChina, as well as viewing a lot of ulty and studying topics such as
historical and cultural sites," Chinese language and women's isLaunius said.
sues.
The group visited the Great Wall
Their time in other cities was
and the Forbidden City, the site of spent at different sites, such as facthe Imperial Palace in thecenterof toties, temples, and technical
Beijing.
schools.
The group also toured through
Launius said that he will be usin

by Nathaniel Romanelli

t

for Musicians

We have the lowest prices in
the Galaxy, PERIOD~
213 w. 4th.
925-9349

~DR.

MYRON LINDER
bR. SANDY LINDER
962-2570
Linder Chiropractic Center

1

1011 N. Alder... next to cam us

videotapes he filmed in China fm
his classes at Central.
One of the videotapes illustrates
four of the largest cities in China,
and displays some histor:ical objects
in the cities.
The other videotape will "talk
specifically about the development
of... Pudong... right across the
river from Shanghai," he said.

Pudong is "a major sort of industrial and commercial zone that's
now being open and developed for
international business," he said.
Launius said that even though
Sydney, Australia will now be
hosting the Summer Olympic
games in the year 2000. Beijing
would have been the ideal location
in which to hold the games.

He said the Chinese "were trying
to put their best foot forward" in
promoting an ideal image of their
country when they recently released
political prisoners.
He said "it was a mistake" that so
many people throughout the world
thought China should undergo discipline for past misbehavior by not
allowing the games to be held there.

VALUE

MEALS
• I /6 lb. pre-cooked weight.

GoodThru
November14
Now you can get a super deal
a value meal. It's our single
burger Super Value Meal~M You get _
a super burger* with lettuce and tomato,
bigger than McDonald's, Burger King's or
Hardee's regular burgers, plus hot, crisp fries,
and a refreshing 16 oz. soft drink all .at a
super value price. 'fry the single burger Super
Value Meal™ or other value priced meals at
participating Dairy Queen® Brazier® stores.

on

We Treat You Right®
.. , AM 0.0. Corpj1993

TM Trademark AM 0.0. Corp.

&.&TS

t:/~13
[oOLI
NT'" -

•

'

braziei.

®Reg. U.S. Pat. 011.. AM 0.0. Coro.

2 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU!
10th & ALDER
WEST INTERCHANGE
925-5542
925-5442
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SQmething to buy for: Good, newer NW music
•Hazel, Toreador of
Love (Sub Pop)

c
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Not to create a false impression,
because Nirvana's new opus is
wonderfully displeasing in every
way, but I couldn't pass up the
opportunity to promote a band not
everyone has heard of yet.
If you attended that concentration camp-like experience otherwise known as Lollapalooza, you
may have seen them at the side
stage.
Arguably, they were the best act
to appear at that Orwellian event.
- Also, if youreadthelatestRocket,
Hazel's album is at number one on

Initially, I planned on
writing an insightful review
of Nirvana's In Utero;
however, I discovered a
pop-punk foursome earlier
this year who are exciting,
and much more refreshingly punk than those boys
from Aberdeen.
Hazel is one of those
many fine bands coming
out of Portland (you know,
the next "Seattle!").

the "Top 20 Northwest Albums"
chart;right above the new Nirvana.
To summarize Hazel musically,
they have a catchy, rhythmic, raw
guitar/punk sound. .
The band's most distinctive element is contained in Fred, a scraggly, hippie-looking, non-musician
member.
At live shows, he ~razily dances
on stage amongst other band
members.
If you can't see them live, pick up
Toreador of Love-your friends
will like you better, your grades

The State of Washington will support the cost of education to Central Washington University students
during Fiscal Year 1993-1994 to the approximate amounts of the following table:
STATE OF WASHINGTON
SUPPORT OF CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
Instructional
Support
per FTE
Student
UndergraduateResident
UndergraduateNonresident
GraduateResident
GraduateNonresident

J

Appropriated
Financial Aid
Programs per
~l!.:!Q!i!D1

Eic

Institution
Financial Aid
Fund (2 1/2%)
'2!i!r
~1!.:!2eo1

Eic

Total State
Support
per FTE
~1YQ~D1

4,821

283

44

5,148

63

283

44

390

8,382

283

44

8,709

2,202

283

44

2,529

The Following ls a Paid Advertisement

Regarding the Conference Center Program at
Central Washington
University:
1. The state built Courson and
Muzzal Halls for student living
space in the late sixties.
2. In the mid-seventies a
conference center committee
took possession from the
students and converted the
halls to "Courson Conference
Center" for private and public
use. In other words a yearround hotel/resort.
3. The stated rationale to this
day was that a $34,000 debt
retirement fund was late in
payment. It is unknown if a
formal lease or purchase from
the state was undertaken, or if
any further bond retirements
were made.
4. Munson Hall was later taken
from the education mission
and added to the center fer
those who wished "gourmet
meals." Kamola Hall was also
taken from the students and
added to the center. except for
two student rooms, because,
"there were no fire escapes:
S. Whatever the rationale
then, be it fanciful or justified,
the center has become a
continuing co-option of the
education mission and stands
in stark contradiction to the
Washington State Constitution,
Article 8, Section S.7 and RCW
28b 63.010 and various laws.
6. This center also exists while
students and faculty are
experiencing the worst housing
shortage in Ellensburg history.
Students have been observed
by news reporters living in
. tents and even in storage units
and tripling up in small
apartments, and paying huge
rents for substandard living
while private and quasigovemmental entities wine
and dine in their (former)
qu?r!~rs.

7. The State Dept. of Revenue
does not recognize the center's
activities as educational. but
requires the center to pay the
hotel tax.
8. The center has made a
belated attempt to justify its
existence by creating a "contribution to student housing
fund." This fund appears
inadequate and may be illegal
for the following reasons:
(A): When students were
forced off campus, their rents
doubled in the private market-

place. The fund, $70,000 one
year, Sl-40,000 in another year.
is inadequate compensation. In
most years of the center's
existence, the fund's figures are
much lower er do not exist.
The fund and the center are
non-legal and in non-compliance with the attorney general's
opinion of July 28, 1992,
concerning the covering of all
costs by state agencies when
engaged in commerce. In
covering costs, the lease or
purchase of the dorms would
have to be factored into the
costs for the consumers. There
appear to be no figures showing
a lease in a "private market
place" definition. This would
be required in RCW 28863 040,
and of course. the State Constitution.
(B): There also appears to be
no lease/purchase agreement in
the takeover of Munson Hall.
The center is strongly in noncompliance because RCW 28B63
010 030 040 was in place
during the takeover. but the
guidelines were ignored.
(C): The bond retirement
fund listed in a few audits· is
most likely not for property
purchase or lease. The figures
are hardly adequate for a multimillion dollar property. if in the
private sector. (In 1986 there
was no bond fund at all!)
(D): Although the center's
square foot usage fluctuates by
whim of the director. this usage
is substantial (21,000 people
serviced 1987)... in huge
square footage areas. This
center, as it passes the bargains
on to its clients, is in noncompliance with the law and is
a waste of tax money and is
detrimental to the education
mission. This space is needed
by students and should be
returned to them.
9. The director of the center
claims the center is a "Mission
to the people of the State!"
How far off the point can a
person be? There is no legislative mandate for a "Mission" for
the center. By contrast. past
and present legislatures and
governors have attempted to
eliminate state subsidized
business when in direct and
unfair competition with the '
private sector.
10. The directer of the center
states many times that if the
center were closed the co-opted
buildings would go unused and

the state would lose money
on upkeep. This simply is not
true now, nor was this true in
the beginning. By contrast,
the state invested another
S2.7 million in a building
here on campus last year.
11. The center did not pay
the hotel/motel tax here for
years. The center's books do
not appear "reasonable• as
defined fo. the Dept. of
Revenue directive. Words
like profit and loss, used in
the private sect.er as necessities, do not appear in the
center's accounts.
12. There is an apparent tax
loss to the state because state
employees "moonlight" or
"crossover· in such services
as fax service, catering,
janitorial. office help, advertising, audiovisual, laundry,
graphics, food service, maid
service, motorpool. river
rafting. This is a business all
mixed together with the state
education mission. The
biggest expenses of all. ..
mortgage fees and interest oc
lease fees are hard to find, if
they exist at all! How much
waste of state money is there?
13. The director of the center
states that local jobs would be
lost if the center were
returned to the education
mission... obviously, his own
high paying job. Many of the
other jobs are already state
jobs such as foodservers at
the Tunstall Hall, etc., van
drivers for the river rafters ...
these jobs would be either
retitled or returned to the
private sector where they
could generate real revenue .
14. One must become
alarmed that this center has
grown from a few summer
sports camps, which is
reasonable, to a year-round
muti-million dollar competitive business within the
university that grows every
year with no end in sight,
which returns rhetoric, not
taxes to the state.
Frank Erickson
Ellensburg
925-9560

will improve and the world will be
.a better place. -Jake Lynch
•Flop, Whenever You're Ready

(Frontier/Epic)
Flop is a melodic (well, when
they try). guitar-driven quartet from
Seattle, just like their friends/big
Only Flop is a
little less sugar on
your ear hairs, and
a lot more tonguein-cheek.
A follow-up to
the successful last
effort, the new album is full of
Hubba Bubba™
hits.
The opener,
named
"A.
Wylie ·, "
sounds similar to Flop's
older claim to
fame, a headnodding track
called
"Anne." Bonus points.
Next is a
track called
"En Route to
the Unified
F i e 1 d
Theory,"
which features the guys' vocals on
their best behavior and ending with
a quiet, Smashing Pumpkin-esque
cello.
Also, you can feel closer to home
with song number 13, "Port Angeles."

-Kristy Ojala *Flop is opening
for the Screaming Trees, on tour
this weekend.

CLIMB UPTO

ADELINE'S
ATTIQUE
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
FOR BURGERS, PIZZAS, GRINDERS, STEAKS
SANDWICHES, SNACKS, SOUP
BEER • WINE• SPIRITS
HAPPY HOUR 4pm - 6pm

DOWNSTAIRS ACTION
9pm -1am
WEDNESDAYS, FRIDAYS, & SATURDAYS
OPEN DAILY AT 11am
315 N. MAIN

15 Tans

$30
Wolff System
Bellarium Plus
Lamps
(10% more tanning rays)

This has been a paid
advertisement

more serious.
The point
is, it will wear
off. While
pairing bands
like Helmet
withHouseof
Pain seems
like a nice
new plan in
the music industry, Rage
Against the
Machine has
already done
the best guitar-backed
variety.
· Pearl Jam
with Cypress Hill on
"Real Thing" seemed so
promising, but instead
is overwhelmed by the
sneering sound of CH.
The same problem
occurs with MudhoneyI
Sir
Mix-A-Lot's
"FreakMomma."
I expected Mix to start yelling,
"I like big butts!"
Winners (read: nice, even combo
of both vocals and rock) are Teenage Fanclub/De La Soul's "Fallin"
and Sonic Youth/CH' s "I Love You
Mary Jane."
It's up to you how long the joke
lasts.-Holly Marshall

925-9888
405 E. 3rd

Argentina Australia
Austria Belgium Brazil
Canada Chile China
Colombia
Costa Rica
Cote d'Ivoire Cyprus
Dominican Republic
Estonia Fiji Finland
France Germany Greece
Honduras Hong Kong
Hungary Italy Kenya
Korea Japan Malta
Mexico Netherlands
Philippines Russia Spain
Sweden Switzerland
Tanzania
Thailand
Togo United Kingdom
Uruguay
Office or International Programs
Naneum Building
963-3612
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Since eastern Washington can often be a vast wasteland seemingly
void of entertainment, I thought I'd try something new ...a sort of true
gossip (does that equate fact?)/concert update/campus happening-type
column that will hopefully serve as Ellensburg' s own little hookup to
the rest of this bee-yoo-tee-ful state. That is, besides the Rocket you
could pick up at Rodeo Records every now and then, but the Seattle
media don't really care about you, and we sort of do.
•Our friends at KCAT -campus radio, busy at this very moment
hooking up all you on-campus residents to their nifty little stationfree of charge, even! Heavens to Mergatroid!-tell me there is a Black
Happy show scheduled at Adeline's on Oct. 14. This is their first
eastward venture since the release of their brand spanking new, sleek
album, Peghead. If there is a' 1' after the '2' on your driver's license,
check it out!
•Speaking of Rodeo Records, owner Mark Pickerel (No, I'm not
going to mention the Screaming Trees in conjunction with his name
anymore. It's dead, gone! Get over it!)" is taking all his toys and
leaving ... for a new, bigger stOre across the street from his current home
in da' back of New World Video. So if you suddenly feel a sense ofloss
when you go CD shopping, just look yonder across Main Street, and
you'll find it next to the Yamaha shop.
•Brandy Black, a Central theatre arts student, recently fetched
herself a part on the TV series, Northern Exposure, filmed in nearby
Roslyn, appeared on the Sept. 27 episode.. That's something to be
proud of! By the way, if you wanted to catch the tail-end of filming in
the metropolis of Roslyn, head up there for a night at Village Pizza or
the oldest cemetery in Washington, and you might catch a glimpse of
Dr. Fleischmann hovering about the street c.omers.
•MUDHONEY is playing the SUB Ballroom in November, with
Central'sown Divided Sky opening! How this show got arranged, I'm
not sure, but be on guard for sp~ial details. Mark Ann---Fi!l_grace
Central with his charming sneer. This is a rare moment-don't miss it!
Also,checkoutthesoundtrackfortheupcomingmovieJudgmentNight,
which features a duet with Mudhoney and Sir Mix-A-Lot, entitled
"FreakMomma," among other weird rocker/rapper combos.
•Dr. Jack Horner, the paleontologist who led the 1991 teams tha~
recovered the largest chunk of Tyrannosaurus rex fossils ever found,
will lecture for free at 8 p.m. on Oct. 8 in McConnell Auditorium. He
was the model for the scientist in geriatric ... uh-uh, Jurassic Park, as
well as a consultant to director Stephen Spielberg.
•New albums: Pearl Jam's One to Five (Oct. 12, vinyl/Oct. 19,
CD); The Darker Side ofSeattle, a compilation of Seattle rap; Prince,
Police boxed sets; Best Kissers in the-World's Been There
•New shows (on sale now unless indicated by a*): Screaming Trees
w/Flop, Oct. 8-9 in Portland and Olympia; The The & Depeche Mode
on Nov. 7 in Seattle (sold out for now-keep trying!); Seattle Supersonics* (Oct. 25 through TM); talented popsters the Ocean Blue at
RKCNDYon Nov. 10; ex-Replacement Paul Westerberg's second
NW go 'round in just four months at the Moore Theatre on Oct. 30,
with the Juliana Hatfield Three opening; Nirvana* begins touring
this month for their latest release (no dates specified yet); Luther
Vandross & En Vogue* are pounding the pavement through Thanksgiving. Sorry if you like country music; you just missed it all at the
Puyallup Fair, except for Garth Brooks in B.C. this month.
•If you 're into profound spoken word sessions, there are two pretty
cool speakers coming to the west side o' the state. The first is an all-ages
spoken word benefit hosted by that crazy redhead, Exene Cervenka,
singer for L.A.'s punk-turned-rockabilly band, X. It's at a cafe on
Capitol Hill in Seattle on Oct, 10 (206)720-1833. Next is Arrested
Development's frontman Speech, lecturing at PLU on Oct. 13. All
you traitors call PLU for info on this one.
If you'd like to expand upon, retract, or plain old argue with
something you read here, feel free to drop your written contributions
off at Bouillon 227. Hasta banana!--Compiled_from various media

KCAT hooks up with continuing education
by Kristy Ojala
Scene editor

The hindrances of broadcasting
through cable instead of normal
FM-radio and not having club nor
departmental status plagued
Central's campus radio station.for
more ·than two years, but KCAT
has finally found a place it can call
home.
A few negotiations between Mark
Noesen, KCAT' s general manager,
and Joan Mosebar, acting dean of
the School of Business and Economics, wove the radio station's
future into a sponsorship from the
continuing education department.
As a sponsored and supported

part of the business department, this point."
Mosebar had a few business stuKCAT can now afford to do things
most campus radio stations take for dents carry independent study
granted, such as attracting a fairly credits with KCAT, helping the
large audience, having access to station set up a plan to run the
station.
computers and financial benefits.
She is now the radio's advisor
Mosebar took an interest in the
station, both financially and cre- and sponsor, until a more definite
atively. after the College of Letters, plan is established.
According to Noesen, Mosebar
Arts and Sciences reorganized this
wants the station to eventually be
year.
KCAT was left out of the depart- fully self-sufficient, but realizes
ment of communication in the · they need to improve their quality
shadow of other interests, and standing first.
This change has begun with the
Mosebar took an interest in the
station's fight to be a real business. implementation of free hookups for
"I'd like to help [the station] get every on-campus resident, starting
jobs and resources," she said. " We with Muzzall, Wilson and Alfordare just feeling our way along at Montgomery halls.

5lnniversary Sale
Without you ... There's no celebration!
We re celebrating 38 years in the Kittitas Valley
We thank you for your continued support.
9

Sale Ends October 17th
Men's Cotton Sweaters
NOW OPEN

Calendars
1994 Desk or Wall
Now 25°k off
Women's Handbags
Entire Stock
Now 25°k off
Women's Socks
Entire Stock
Now 25°k off
Junior's Sweaters
Selected Fall
Now 25°k off
Junior's Knit Tops
Selected Fall
Now 25°k off

GOURMET FOODS
Our food assortment this
year is bigger and better.
_ More of
everything!

from Jantzen

reg. $50 Now.$36.90

Men's Ties

·

silk - many patterns
reg. $32.50 Now $13.90

Men's Dress Shirts
selected

Be thinking football games,
Now $18.90
Thanksgiving, Special
SI k
Occasions, and Christmas. Young Men's ac s
Remember!

Dress & C~sual
Entire Stock

Now30% off
Gifts purchased here and Young Men's Silk Shirts
sent by us out of state
Patterns/Solids
require no sales tax.
Now25% off

Storewideouterwear Sale . . . 25o/o off
Men's -Women's - Kid's - ENTIRE STOCK

Mon. - Thurs. 9 - 6pm
Friday 9 - 8pm

Saturday 9 - 5:30pm
Sunday 12 - 5pm

New Medical Practice Opening!

KITTITAS VALLEY FAMILY PRACTICE
·

Medical Association Building
200 East Sixth Avenue
Ellensburg
925-9891

• FAMILY HEALTH CARE e SPORTS & WORK RELATED
INJURIES • SPORTS PHYSICALS

• Same Day Appointments Available • Most Insurance Plans
. ·
Accepted

RICHARD F. BUESCHEL
LAWYER
1,09 EAST THIRD AVENUE
POST OFFICE BOX 1447
· ELLLENSBURG, WA 98926
OFFICE (509) 925-7124
RESIDENCE (509) 925-7728
MEMBER OF ™E BAR OF THE STATES OF OREGON AND WASHINGTON

SALON
FENIX
962-2600

THE ART AND SCIENCE
OF PURE FLOWER AND PLANT ESSENCES
Hair Care • Skin Care • Colour Cosmetic~
Please Recycle.
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Film Series brings award-winning British drama Howards End

This Sunday, the Classic Film Series presents Academy award-winning Howard's End at 7 p.m. in
McConnell Auditorium.
The film stars Anthony Hopkins,
and is a lively mixture of melodrama and social comedy, based
upon E.M. Forster's 1910 novel.
The center of the production is

two high-spirited sisters, Margaret the film version of the novel garand Helen Schlegel--charming, . nered nine Academy Award
cultured, idealistic.
nominations, including Best PicTheir lives become entwined with ture; Best Actress; Best Supporting
two families on either side of the Actress; Best Director; and Best
social scale: the solidly wealthy Screenplay Adaptation.
Wilcoxes and the shabby, discon- . Single admission is $2.50, and
tented Basts.
$15 for the entire series;· which
Directed by Jam es Ivory in 1992, includes other critic's choice films,

wmatrixe

such as The Player, The
Waterdance, and Night on Earth.
Next up is The Playboys, starring
Robin Wright and Aidan Quinn, on
Oct. 17.
In other news, auditions for five
or six plays, written last spring by
Central playwrighting students, will
be held on Oct. 13 at 7 p.m. in To w-

er Theatre. The productions will be
presented by the Theatre Arts Department Dec. 1-4.
Auditions are open to all students
and community residents. Those
interested should prepare to give a
one-minute memorized monologue, or two-minute reading from
any play. Call 963-1766 for mfo.

GET READY!
A''$ co 1\11~

ESSENTIALS

MONDAY

0

,~

A Long Cold Snowy

STUDENT
DAYS!
$20FF
HAIRCUTS

Great Boards
Burton & Sims

WHAT'S NEW FOR BACK 10 SCHOOL?

Warm Boots .
Sorel
Nike
Merrell
Vasque
Nike
UGG

What's in? What's out? Our staff is trained in the latest
trends. Our full-service Matrix Essentials salon offers you
contemporary, up-scale cuts and styles, perms and hair
color. Be the first to make a statement and be the envy of all
your friends. Before you go back to school, find out what's
really new.

Nordic Equipment
Karhu & Trak
Fischer
Rossignol
Asolo
Black Diamond

421 N. Pearl

925-3159

GEAR UP!!!

MOUNTAIN HIGH

S P 0 RT S
105 E. 4th Ave.

925-4626

Great Apparel
Quicksilver
Patagonia
Grammicci
The North Face
Burton
Columbia
Helly Hanson

Lots of Rentals
Rollerblade, CrossCountry Ski,
Downhill Ski,
Snowshoe, Tents,
Packs, Snowboards

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!

S'G
ELLENSBURG'S MOST COMPLETE FITNESS CENTER
•

202 N. Pine

Ellensburg, WA

952 ..9277

VISA

eAir Conditioning
•Lockers and Dressing Rooms
•Family and Corporate Discounts
•Olympic Free Weights and Machines
•Personalized Programs
•Climbers and Stationary Bikes
•Nutritional Supplements
•Workout Apparel
•Body Fat Testing (E.L.G.)

Monday· Thursday
Friday

5:30 am - 10:00 pm
5:30 am - 9:00 pm

M, T, W, Th, F
M,W,F
7:15 am
9:00 am
M, T, W, Th, F
(Child Care Available)
12:fo pm
M, T, W, Th, F
3:00 pm
M, T, W, Th, F
4:15 pm
M, T, W, Th, F
5:30 pm
M, T, W, Th, F
6:45 pm
M, T, W, Th
8:00 pm
M, T, W, Th
10:1 O am
Saturday
2:30 pm
Sunday

6:00 am

Saturday
Sunday

10:00 am - 5:00 pm
1 :00 pm - 5:00 pm

October

1993
Saturday
NIGHT GAMES
Volleyball
Marathon
Free Throw
Contest

2

1
Varsity
Women's
Soccer

Varsity
Volleyball '
Hens Soccer

NIGHT GAMES
8-ball Leaque
Free Throw
Contest
Racquetball
8 Tourney

NPAV Open
Noon-lpna

Varstiy
Football '
Men's Soccer
NPAV Open

9 Noon -

I

Piil

Varsity Men's
NIGHT GAMES
B-ball Leaque
' Women's
Soccer
Free Throw
NPAV Open
Noon - 8 pm

16

10

Varsity
Volleyball

NPAV Open
Noon - 8 pm

NPAV Open
Noon - 8 Piil

23

17
NPAV Open
Noon - 8 pm

24

HOMECOMING
5K Fun Run
Varsity
Football
NPAV Open
JO Noon - 8

Intramural
Flag Football
Soccer
Volleyball
Basketball

25

26

NPAV Open
Noon - 8 pm

31

·1
Sunday

November

Monday
Intramural
Flaq Football
Soccer
Volleyball
Basketball

1993
Thursday
Varsity
Volleyball

Intraaural
Flaq Football
Volleyball
Varsity
Volleyball

1
NPAV Open
Noon - 8 pm

7

5
Intramural

01.Y

12

15

NIGHT GAMES
Turkey Shoot
B-ball Leaque
ends
Racquetball
Tourney
Women's
19 B-ball

NPAV Open
Noon - 8 pm
NPAV Closed

~d

21

22

25

THANKSGIVING
HOLIDAY
NPAV Closed

28

29

30

December
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Friday

Saturday

NIGHT GAMES
Badminton
Tourney
Racquetball
Tourney Ends

LEAVENWORTH
LIGHTING
FESTIVAL
Varsity Men's
Basketball

4
FINALS
NPAV Closed

5

6

NIGHT GAMES
B-ball Leaque
Pickleball
Tourney
Racquetball
- Tourney

8

NPAV Open
Noon - 8 pm

14

Friday

10

TRO(j7?5f!M !JfO'l11lS
Intramural Sports: 9{.P51'11108, 2-5 p.m. 9vf-~ 963-1751, 'Equipment cftec(out.
Swimming Poo[: 8-10 p.m. 9vf-'11i, 5-8 p.m. !Fri., 1-5 p.m. S & S.
Co-~c !Jfours: 6-10 p.m. 9vf.'Ifi, 5-9vfitfnigfit !fri., :J{pon-8 p.m. S & S.
'l(acquet6a1l~ervations:
CaU 963-1751between1:30 & 2:00 p.m. 9vf-7''Tent-9{-'Tu6e & 'Tuf<!,t9vfaster: Su6 W. 'Ent, 11 ·5 p.m. 9vf-~ 10-:J{pon S & S,
963-353 7 ~ntaf.s availa6u! PM opens earfy for aU major concert sales.
'J{jgfit (james: 'Every :Friday night in tfte Pavilion from 5 p.m. until mitlniglit.
:ijter Scfioo( 'l(i.ds: .9ln after-scfioo( daycamp for cfUldren ages 5-11. Ca[[ 963-3512.

11

Saturday

Varsity Men's
NIGHT GAMES
Basketball
Free Throw
Contest Ends
NPAV Open
B-ball Leaque
Racquetball
Noon - 8 pm
Tourney

6
Varsity
Football '
Women's

Basketball
NP1.V Open
Noon - 8

13

p!1

Varsity
Women's

Basketball
NPAV Open
Noon - 8 pm

20

THANKSGIVING
HOLIDAY

THANKSGIVING
HOLIDAY

NPAV Closed

NPAV Closed

26

27

~
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Central edges L&C in scoring fest
DarrellRoulst's fieldgo·a1 with
15 seconds remaining keeps
the Wildcats undefeated at 3-0
by Dan Lang
Staff reporter

The 19th-ranked Wildcat football team pulled off an emotional
victory Saturday in Portland by
beating the 24th-ranked Lewis &
Clark Pioneers 46-44, in the last
15 seconds of the game.
The win moved Central (3-0) into
the No. 15 position in this week;'s
NAIA national ranking.

Mt. Rainier League Standings
Central
Pacific Lutheran
Western
Puget Sound
Whitworth
Simon Fraser

W

L

T

3
3

0
0

.0
0

2

1

0

0

3

0

0

3

0

0

4

0

With less than two minutes left in
the game the Wildcats trailed the
Pioneers 37-35.
Free safety Derek Baker intercepted a pass from Lewis & Clark
quarterback Kevin Hayes and ran
it back for a 35-yard touchdown. Central quarterback Jon Kitna
then ran in the two-point conversion putting the Wildcats up by six
at43-37.
But the Wildcat defense could
not hold on to the lead for long.
Lewis & Clark immediately went

on the attack by putting together a
67-yard drive that was capped off
with a 14-yard touchdown by
running back Jeremy Morse.
Pioneer place kicker Michael
Young, who missed his lastpointafter attempt, successfully hit this
one to give the Pioneers a 44-43
advantage.
Young's kickoff positioned
Central on their own 39-yard line
with 44 seconds remaining.
On second down from the Wildcats' 47-yard line, Kitna connected with split end Derek
Murrey for a 39-yard completion
to Lewis & Clark's 17-yard line.
Three plays later, kicker Darrell
Roulst hit a 28-yard field goal to
allow Central to escape with a 4644 margin.
With the field goal, Roulst redeemed himself for missing an
extra point early in the game.
Central also failed to make twopoint conversions twice after its
next two touchdowns, which kept
the Pioneers in the game.
On offense, the Wildcats racked
up 677 yards. Marc Jones contributed to 205 of those yards by
rushing 28 times for two touchdowns.
Jones is one of four Centr.al running backs since 1985 to top 200

Dave Fiske/The Observer

Defensive linemen Yuchun Santory (number 63) and Ken Johnson (72) prepare for the
quarterback's snap. The 19th-ranked Central team wlll face No. 2-ranked Llnfield Saturday.
yards rushing in on; game.
In addition to his 35-yard intotal defense, allowing their opJon Kitna took his arsenal to the
terception return for a ·touchponents an ·average of 277 yards
air by completing 24 of 35 passes
down, Baker also forced a
through the first three games.
for 400 yards.
fumble, broke up two passes
Central has the top rushing ofJames Atterberry had nine reand had 17 tackles.
fense averaging 198.7 yards on
ceptions for 183 yards and one
The Central Wildcats return
the ground.
touchdown.
home Saturday to host the No.
Central tops the CFA in passing
The Pioneers' offense produced
2-ranked Linfield Wildcats (2offense, averaging 352.3 yards per
573 yards offensively, including
0-1 ).
game, and total offense averaging
473 yards passing.
Linfield leads the CFA in
551 passing and rushing yards
WILDCAT NOTES: Baker
rushing defense, averaging its
combined.
received the Columbia Football
opponents' offense to only 55
Central ranks second behind
Association's Defensive Playerrushing yards per game.
Lewis & Clark in scoring with an
of-the-Week award.
Linfield also ranks second in
average of 38.3 points per game.

Ex-Husky finds home in Cats' backfield
by Jason Goldner
Sports editor
Through Central' s first three
games, a new face in the Wildcat offense has captured attention
as an explosive running back.
He may be fairly new to Central, but his college football ex perience dates back to 1989.
His name is Marc Jones, a 6foot, 200-pound junior from
Vista, Calif.
This 24-year-old broadcastcommunication major currently
leads all running backs in the
Columbia Football Association
with 459 rushing yards.
He gained 205 of those yards
on 28 carries in the Wildcats'
46-44 victory over Lewis &
Clark last Saturday.
Jones' football career has taken
him in several directions. As a
student of Vista High School, he
earned all-league and all-state
honors and was voted team MVP.
This led Jones to a full-ride
scholarship to the University of
Washington one year after
graduating from high school in
1988.
He played the H-back posit.ion
for two seasons with the HusK:ies. He was mostly used as a
possession receiver on thirddown-and-short yardage.
Jones also started in the 1991
Rose Bowl when Washington
played against the University of
Iowa.
"It was fun playing in good
competitions and seeing guys
from the team go pro," Jones
said.

Although Jones said he enjoyed
playing at the NCAA level. he
found balancing football with his
studies to be difficult.
"I was partying and I wasn't
much of the role model studentathlete," he said.

Jones started at Central last year
and redshirted in football.
While watching his teammates
from the sidelines, he anxiously
knew his chance at playing was
coming soon.

if~~~~?~~~~~~~

I

me eating right and running,"
Jones said.
Jones also said that Atterberry
has helped him adjustto Central
as a student as well as a team
member.
"James is definitely one of my

which includes the next two meetings against two nationally-ranked
teams, Linfield (No. 2) and Pacific Lutheran (No. 3).
"It's a great opportunity for us to
play these teams," Jones said. "If
wegettogetherandeliminatesome

£:~~~:~:r~£:~;f~!i ~··
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himself continuing in the partying
mode.
·
Jones then contacted Artie
Holmes,adistantcousinwhoonce
played football at Washington
State University.
While attending Washington
State, Holmes played under the
Cougars' defensive backs' coach
Greg Olson, who is now Central' s
offensive coordinator.
Holmes, who is now starting his
first season as the Wildcats' defensive backs' coach, advised
JonestotalktotheCentralcoaches
and administrative staff about enrolling.
"One of the things I remember is
thatthey(thefootballcoachesand
James Pappas, dean of academic
services)didn'tevenaskmeabout
football," Jones said.
''They asked me about where I
was in school and where I needed
to go.
"That was the first time anyone
ever sat down with me and said,
'okay,ifyouwanttodothis,here's
what you've got to do and here's
where you've got to go."'

two years, earned the starting
position as running back for this
season,headmittedhehadsome
anxieties about the other players' and coaches' expectations.
"People were saying 'Jones is
a transfer from U-Dub; he's
going to rip this league up.'
"After a while, I heard so much
of it that I thought people were
expectinga60-yardereverytime
I touched the ball." Jones said.
Although he has not yet brokena60-yarder,Joneshasaveraged 153 yards, 6.4 yards per
carry and scored five touchdowns in the first three games.
Despite the numbers, Jones is
not about to pat himself on the
back for his accomplishments.
"I don't think I've done anything that calls for a spotlight,."
he said. "I put a lot of pressure
on myselfandexpectalotmore.
"I could lead the nation in
rushing while our team loses
every game and I would be depressed."
He keeps a positive attitude
about the team and its schedule,

Marc Jones
"Last year this football season
was far away, but in my mind, it
was right around the comer," he
said. 'Tfeltasenseof urgencythat
made me nervous.
"Even though I had confidence
in my athletic ability, I was worried because I was 30 pounds
overweight, I wasn't working out,
and I wasn't as fast as I used to
be."
Anticipating a key position in
the Wildcat backfield, Jones began an exercise and workout program consisting of weightlifting
and running 3-4 times a week.
He credits his shaping-up motivation to Central wide receiver
James Atterberry.
"All ~ummer he was getting me
into the weight room and he had

:~r~:.~'.~~~~'.;;~ ;~~n~~~~~i;~;,~;

"I know no one will ever have a
perfect game, but who says I can't
try to have one?" Jones said.
Once the off-season arrives,
Jones plans to hit the weights and
keep exercising in preparation for
next year.
"In the past I've kicked back as
soon as football was over, but that
makes it so much harder to get '
back in shape."
Evidently, the years of experience and hard work has paid off
for Jones.
After three games, he needs just
541 yards in the next six games to
become the seventh player in
Wildcat history, and the first since
PatPatterson in 1989, to gain 1000
yards or more in a single season.
Only time will tell if Jones will
accomplish this feat. But in the
meantime he keeps an enthusiastic attitude toward working to
achieve his goals both as an indivictual and, more importantly, as a
·team member.
"I once heard that the things you
do on ordinary days can make
your extraordinary days possible."
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estern outlasts Cats;
winning streak halted

Women's
team tops
Whitman;
loss streak
endingat6

by Rick Vogler
Staff reporter

The Central men's soccer team's
four-game winning streak was
snapped last Saturday in Ellensburg as Western Washington
topped the WiJdcats 4-3 in overtime in a non-district match.
Each team traded goals throughout the game before the Vikings
finally prevailed 4-3.
Westem'sCraigJonesscored the
game winner for the Vikings, as
he tallied two goals for the day.
The game was tied 2-2 at the end
of regulation, as Jeff Varden and
Casey Rein scored for ·the Wildcats.
ItwasRein'steam-lcadingeighth
goal of the season.
Western scored first in overtime
with Jones' second goal of the
game.
Four minutes later Western
struck again on a goal by Tim
Jordan.
Senior Rick Mullins scored once
pulling Central to within one point
at 4-3.
The Wildcats couldn't manage
another score even though they
outshot Western 33-10.
The loss dro ed the team's

the

overall record to 6-4.
Central is tied with Pacific
Lutheran for the top spot in the
Northern Division.
Both teams are 1-0 in the division.
As the defending District I champ,
Pacific Lutheran will host Central
on Oct. 23.
WILDCAT NOTES: So far, the
Wildcats' victories have come
against Seattle University, Trinity
Western, Pacific, Evergreen State,
Linfield and Puget Sound.
They have lost to Western Baptist,
Concordia, George Fox and Westem.
In addition to leading the team in
goals, Rein also leads the team in
points with 20. He has eight goals
and four assists on the season.
Rein's points ranks him second in
the Northwest Conference.
Erik Hildebrand ranks second on
the team and eightH in the conference with 12 points.
Goalie Kevin Steenis is seventh in
the conference with 1.87 goalsagainst average.
The Wildcats' home game against
Whitworth College on Oct. 16 has
been moved back one-half hour to
l :30 p.m.
Centrnl hosts Simon Fraser this
Saturday at l pm.

Staff reporter

The Central women's soccer team
snapped a six-game losing streak
last Sunday with a 3-1 overtime
win over Whitman in Ellensburg.
It was the first win for the Wildcats •
in NAIA District I play.
Amy Ro.th had the tie-breaking
goal when she scored in the 97th
minute of play. Jennifer Murphy
addedan insurance goal in the 1l4th
minute as Central won their second
game this season.
"It finally came together for us
Ken Pinnell/The Observer
today. We were a lot more aggressive out there and that helped us,"
Central's Slade Murphy (with ball) attempts to dribble out of
said head coach Bill Baker.
trouble. The men's soccer team (6-4, 1-0) plays two non-disCentral dominated the first half
trict home games this weekend. The Wildcats will play
·and got into the scoring column .,. .
Simon Fraser on Saturday and Portland State on Sunday.
when Erin Hamliton took a cross
from Murphy and deposited it into
the back of the net.
The goal, Hamilton's second of
the season, came 37 minutes into
the first half and the score stood at
Head coach Nancy Katzer said
Central's fastpitch softball team,
1-0 at halftime.
which completed its first season she will discuss details about
"The first half was really good.
last spring, will begin putting its fastpitch tryouts.
The second half we let down a bit,
All participants must have comteam together soon for its second
but we c~e back in overtime and
pleted a physical by the first day of that's what counts," Baker said.
season.
There will be an informational tryouts on Oct. 11.
The lone Whitman goal came in
For more information, contact
meeting for fastpitch softball,
the 82nd minute and was scored by
(which competes spring quarter) Katzer at 963-1934 or come to her Kari Enright, one of only three
today at 3 p.m. in the Physical office in the P.E. Building, room
shots Whitman had in regulation
117.
Education Building, room 201.
time. The Wildcats had eleven.
The win upped Central' s overall
record to 2-7 on the season.
They are now 1-4 in NAIA District I play.
.
As of Saturday Seattle University
led the district with a perfect 4-0 --.I"'

Fastpitch meeting today

FAX SERVICE 962-2719

COJPF • FULL SERVICE•

shop

We can do the work for you!
Or

•NOW OFFERING SELF SERVE •
Copier, Macintosh & PC (IBM Compatible)

AT OUR NEW LOCATION
Wide assortment of paper sizes,colors and textures.

'D~

'D09'£.9L. C!l-{JL'D9('£SS

\t~
-~~

''--.2,

Also Available
Transparenc1es
Comb Binding
Velo Binding
Enlargements
Carbonless Forms

by Paul Williams

Lamination
Self-Adhesive Labels
Perforating
Reductions
Class Packets

Stapling
Folding
Cutt mg
Banners
Poster

~j\

!l(JPil'IAf 'JljfLL'E'Y

c

CJ{J!J(O'P'R}LCil
502 9-l !i('ll-'B'Y
'ELL'E'1{$'13'U9{{j, WYI. 98926
(509)962-9796

Over-Sized Copies • Canon Laser Color Copies
Macintosh Layout & Laser Prints

£ocatd: 1 6focf('J{prtfi ofSafeway
6e:tween tne Copy Shop aruf 'We.stern .9Lrt Jllssociation

We're right across from campus and
have everything that you need.
•
•
•
•
•

Full service Espresso 7 AM to lOPM • Daily specials
Computerized video rentals
Over 50 micro brews in stock and cold
Fresh fruit and veg eta bl es
Campus
c
Goodies galore

~~~2~~~....$7. 99
925\- 2467

Plaza

record
Central will attempt to continue
their winning ways this Sunday
• when they host Portland State in a
non-district match.
"If we play good, hard-nosed soccer like we did today we can beat
them," Baker said.
Three of the next four matches
Central has remaining will be at
home and against NAIA District I
foes.
According to Baker, these are always tough because of the strength
of the district.
"In the six years I have been here,
either.the national champions or
the second-place team has come
out of this district more times than
not," Baker said.

Open your

books
Open your
mind
Open your
world

H

Open your
future

E
8th S Ave.
T
N

International
Study

u

T

MR. G's

t!.

Office oflnternational Programs
Naneum Building
963-36U

~
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Men's Rugby Club
shut out by Eastside
time contributed to the team 's weak
defensive play in Saturday' s match.
"We had only practiced a week
and a half," Hagen said. "People
weren't used to each other yet.
"We played well for the amount
of practice time we had."
Hagen said he is looking forward
to the rest of the season, and he
hints that greater team conditioning will be required.
The team will have also deal with
the loss of right wing Ryan
Ackerson, who broke his right
shoulder blade in Saturday's game.
The 150 lb.-Ackerson was tackled out of bounds by two heavier
Eastside players.
.
In rugby, the ball may only be
thrown backwards but can be kicked
forward.
A game is two halves, each con- ...
sisting of 40 minutes.
Saturday, Central will travel to
Moscow to play the University of
Idaho.

by Mark Sarbach
Staff reporter

The Central's men's Rugby
Club lost its season opener Saturday against Eastside Rugby
Club 22-0.
EastsideRugbyClub (formerly
Bellevue Comm unity College's
team) scored its try in the first
half with an open field dash to
the try zone.
Their other three trys were
scored on runs in the second
half.
Scores in rugby come from
five-point trys, two-point conversion kicks and three-point
penalty kicks.
Eastside made four trys, but
only one of its conversion kicks
in the match.
Central's team captain, Colby
Hagen, said the 90-degree heat
and lack of adequate practice

.//\.

Dave Fiske/The Observer

Connie Petersen leaps for the kill. Last weekend against Lewis-Clark State, she had 1o solo
kills and leads the Wiidcats In service aces with 13 for the season. Central begins play in
the two-day Payless Challenge Cup tour~ament tomorrow at Portland State University.

Volleyball team roughed up over weekend
by Jason Goldner
Sports editor

The Central volleyball team fell
to 1-3 in District play and 7-7
overall after losing two matches
last weekend.
In Bellingham last Friday, the
Wildcats dropped three straight
games 7-15, 12-15, 8-15 after
winning the first 15-11 against
Western.
The Vikings'LynnetteBonemma
and Gretchen Haakenson had 21
and 19 kills respectively in the
District I match.
For Central, Tracy Travers had
18 kills and Jody White had 10.
Setter Chris Leidecker collected
45 assistsin the match.
Saturday, Central dropped its first
two sets 13-15 and 9-15 to LewisClark State before winning the third
15-6 _on Saturday.

Lewis-Clark State captured the
match by winning the fourth game
15-12.
In the match the Wildcats' Jill
Taylor had three solo blocks and
11 kills.
Travers added 11 kills and
Connie Petersen had 10.
WILDCAT NOTES: On the
season, Taylor leads the team in
kills (115),kill percentage (.336),
solo blocks (30) and total blocks
(51).
Other team leaders include .
Leidecker in assists (387) and
digs (124); Petersen leads the
team with 13 service aces;-Travers
in servi~g percentage ( .968); and
Brenda Hargan in serving reception percentage (.960).
Central begins competition in
the Payless Challenge Cup Saturday, a two-day event hosted at
Portland State University.

Ci-R...A._~I:>

Other teams competing in the tournament include Michigan Tech, the
University of Cal-Davis, Seattle
Pacific, and the host Vikings.
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"FIRST VISIT ALWAYS FREE"

RAFFLE SPONSORED BY CWU PHYSICAL EDUCATION & FITNESS CLUB
PRIZES INCLUDE:
• 2 One Month Memberships
• 2 Tank or T-Shirts

e
e

2 Pairs Lifting Gloves
2 Hats

With Every Raffle Ticket or New Membership, Sign-up for a FREE Body Composition Test (Over $30.00 Value)
•6000 Square Feet •Extra Large Separate Aerobics Floor •Total Weight Training & Exercise Programs •Step & Floor Aerobic Classes
· •Free Weights, Selector Machines & Aerobic J:!quipment •More Olymnpic Benches, Dumbbells, Barbells, & Free Weights than
Any Gym in the County •Second Story Gym with Many Windows for a Great View & Lots of Fresh Air
•Membership Fee: $16.50 per Month (Tax Included) Plus $2.50 One Time Photo I.D. Fee
"At this price, you can't ajf.Jrd NOT to take care of your body"
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SEA RAY SUNDANCER BOAT... 1994 CAMELFLAGE
JEEP WRANGLER ... HARLEY DAVIDSON
MOTORCYCLE ... AND MUCH MORE!!
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Tollefson places first for men;
women finish 3rd at Ft. Casey
by Jason Goldner
Sports editor
Eric Tollefson' s first place finish
for the men and Rebecca Hill's
seventh place finish for the women
highlighted Central' s cross country teams Saturday at the Fort Casey
Invitational on Whidbey Island.
Tollefson took first out of 72
competitors with a time of 20 minutes, 1 second.
BrentHooperfinishedseventhand
Kelly Mattson finished 11th in the
men's 8K, leading the Central men
to second place overall with 54
points.
Northwest Thinclads scored 46
points to finish first while Western
Washington finished third with 65
points.
In the women's race, Hill finished

SIFIEDS

in 18:24 to lead the Wildcats to
third place with 65 points.
Two other Central women, Doreen
LeVander and Heather MacPhee,
finished in the top 15 with times of
18:43 and 19:13 respectively.
Renee Frazee, an independent
runner from the Falcon Track Club
topped the women's race with a
time of 17:13.
Central travels to Pacific Lutheran
this weekend.

Men

FORMULATE YOUR FUTURE

If you 're a Math, Physics or Computer
Science Major - take note. Your degree
+ Air Force ROTC + Technical
Scholarship = A commission as an Air
Force Officer. It's your formula for
success!
Take a close look at Air Force ROTC
now. Don't let technology pass you by.
Be a part of it.

Women
7. Hill 18:24
11. LeVander 18:43
15. MacPhee 19:13
17. Kirchner 19:23
27. Daniels 20: 19
29. Hodson 20:35
31. Eager 20:57
32. Deming 21:01

INCOME OPPORTUNITY- Suits any
schedule. Strong national support. Kala
Vita The Good Life Company. FREE
BROCHURE. Write Independent
Representative 2112 Trippe, Richland,
WA 99352.

SOPHOMORES

CENTRAL'S IBAMSCORES
1. Tollefson 20:01
7. Hooper20:32
11. Mattson 20:52
14. McDermott 21:02
34. Miller 22:07
51. Rasmussen 22:38
56. Winskell 23 :41
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CONTACT: Capt Randall Butler at
AFROTC, CWU Peterson Hall, Rm 203
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GREEKS AND CLUBS- Raise up to
$1000 in JUST ONE WEEK! For your
fraternity, sorority & club. Plus $1000 for
yourself! And a FREE T-shirt just for
calling. 1-800-932-0528, ext. 75.
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED! Camp Fire
(boys and girls) has opening for male
and female leaders. For information call:
925-2755.
EARN CASH stuffing envelopes at
home. Send SASE to P.O. Box 395,
Olathe, KS 66051.
FOR SALE! Do you need a couch?
We can fix you up for cheap! Call 9623938. We may have what you need!

........_o_.r

STUDY SPANISH any quarter in
Morella, Mexico. CWU and Centro.
Mexicano International offer language
and culture classes. The cost is
approximately $2300 per quarter for
tuition, housing, meals and excursions.
Applications available now at the Office
of international Programs at 963-3612.
APPLICATIONS DUE now! If you are
applying for Kyoto University of Foreign
Studies, you should have an application
to the Office of International Programs
by October 1..Program begins April
1994.
/

M

anagement or
marketing major?
Smart.
Finance or accounting
student? Also smart.
To be even smarter, you
need a BA II PLUS™ now;
before assignments pile up.
It's designed especially for
business professionals. The
kind you're going to be.
Naturally, the BA II PLUS
has basic business functions
like time-value-of-money.
Plus, it delivers much more.
Cash flow analysis for internal rate of return (IRR).
Net present value (NPV).
Bond calculations. Depreciation. Advanced statistics.
Also have a look at the
BA-3 5. It's our most affordable model for time-valueof-money, and even handles
one-variable statistics.

A NEW Program for Japanese language
study! The Office of International
Programs is taking applications for
study in Gunma Prefectural Women's
College. Students with two years
language and 2.75 GPA are invited to
come to the office (Naneum Building) for
more information.

Try the BA II PLUS and
BA-35 at your local TI
retailer. And start working
smarter. Instead of harder.

WANTED: ALL current addresses and
phone numbers of returned study
abroad and exchange students! Please
call Nomi at 963-3612. Welcome Back!

~TEXAS .

HABLA USTED Espanol? Puede
estudiar en Chile a la Universidad
Austral {Valdivia). Por favor, Hamada a
la oficina de Programas lnternacionales:
963-3612. Pronto!

INSTRUMENT

STUDY ABROAD! in Avignon, France!
Accelerated language taught with
electives in French. Apply now for
Winter Quarter. Call Office of International Programs at 963-3612.
ANNOUNCEMENT! APPLICATIONS
for the prestigious Japanese Ministry
(Monbusho} scholarship are available
now! Study at Shi mane University. Call
Office of International Programs for
more information call 963-3612.
APPLICATIONS FOR exchange study
in Australia, China, Hungary, Japan
and Mexico due January 1, 1994. For
more information call 963-3612.

.

. ~.
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INTERNATIONAL STUDENT Exchange
Program (ISEP) applications are now in
the Office of International Programs.
Plan ahead--they are due January 1,
1994.
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE.
What is it? An opportunity to study for
in-state tuition at out-of-state schools.
Which schools are participating? Call
963-3612 (Office of International
Programs) to find out!

OBSERVER
Classifieds
WORK!
Call 963-1026
THE KEY TO

URVIVAL WHEN YOU
ARE DRINKING AND
' ~·

"'l"radcmark ofTc:xas l~ta lncorponmd
01"3 Texas lnscrumma Incorporated
IHOOOI02A
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HOME OF THE BEST & LARGEST PIZZA IN ELLENSBURG
Has ~ornething for everyone!!

pizza
place
IN THE PLAZA
716 E 8TH
ELLENSBURG .
CURRENT
ELLENSBURG
PIZZA HUT &
. DOMINO'S
COUPONS
ACCEPTED

•

•Award Winning Pizza
•Espresso
•Big Screen TV
•Video Games
•Sandwiches
•Salads
•Two Happy Hours Daily 3-5 & 9-11 p.m.. •Happy Hour All Day Friday
•Special Party Rates for Groups of 10 or More

I

925.-9855·

-

OPEN WEEKDAYS

WE HAVE FAST, SAFE, FREE DELIVERY F~161~a~s~~~~~~y

11 :OOam - 2 :OOam
(wit· h pure hase of $5 or more )
:r-----------------r-----------------r----------------~
FOOTBALL $PE~IAL : $3.00 Off
$2.00 Off I LARGE (16") PIZZA I
MEDIUM PRICE :
1 2 Large 1-Toppmg Pizzas iAny Large (16") Any Me~ium (13"):

$14.95
·

I

I
I
I

DINE IN

I

Expires

I

Pizza

I
CARRY OUT I DINE IN·
I CARRY OUT
12-31-93
I

Pizza

I

1

I

.~

I

FAST•SAFE I DINE IN·
DELIVERY ICARRY OUT

I

Expires 12-31-93

FAST•SAFE I
DELIVERY I

I

Expires 12-31-93

L_i::2~~~~~E~~~r~£~-L-12"2~~2t~E~~~r~E~-~g1~z~iiE-~Yl~~~E12£~J
: Meat Lover's Special : Combination Pizza : 1.ced Mocha Drink :
1 (Choose Up To Three Meats)•

. Large $13.00
Medium $10.75

: Large $10.98 Medium $8.98:
I DINE IN •
I CARRY OUT
:

FAST•SAFE I DINE IN·
DELIVERY I CARRY OUT
Expires 12-31-93

:

Single $1.00
Double $1.25

1

:

FAST•SAFE I
DELIVERY I

:

CARRY OUT I

DINE IN

I

Expires 12-31-93

1

Expires 12-31-93

I
I

L$~~~zjuL~~~~~Ellts~-L-~2~~llL~f~~~P!~~-L-I.:r2~Y~£~Eg~~P!~cEJ

I

ri - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -·:-1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL

.

FREE NFL
FOOTBALL
your C8Strol
OFFIC/All YLICENSED ·

~~
P uicK i~

COMPLETE FOREIGN &
DOMESTIC AUTO REPAIR

: Wllb
1 Bi/Change

I
I
I
I
I MAIL-IN-OFFER
I
I
Free Nfl Team Football Coupon
I
·Offer valid on Castrol oil changes between -~ 1993 and ~-1993.
·
I • To receive your Free NFL Team Football:
I
1) Fill out this Official Rebate Coupon with your name, address, and zip code.
I (Coples or facslmllles will not be accepted).
I
I 2) Attach
the receipt (copies or facslmllles will not be accepted) for your Castrol oil change. I
Receipt must be dated between the dates shown above.
I 3) Castro!
Mail the entire ad which includes this coupon and dealer receipt to:
I
Free NFL Team Football Offer- P.O. Box 7421 - Young America, MN 55573-7421 I
I 4) Team Football request must be postmarked no later than January 31, 1994.
I • Void where prohi~ite~. ~imited to 2 Footballs per Household (One Footbal!'Per Castro! oil change.) I
Requests exceeding hm1t will not be honored or returned. Allow 8to10 weeks for delivery.
I
I • This offer cannot be combined with any other CastroI otter.
I Name
I
Address
I
I City
State
Zip _ __
I Fill(If noin team
team name of your choice:
I
is chosen, an NFL logo football will be sent.)
I
.
I
I
Hill's Auto Repair & Quick Lube
I

L

1102 Canyon Road

925-1665

---------~-------

..I

•Transmissions
•Brakes
•Engines
· •Electrical
•Clutches
•Tune-ups
And More
D ••

Lube, Oil, & Oil Filter
No Appointment Necessary

-s.·
•
~~

C

.

Maximum protection against
viscosity and thermal breakdown.

•

1102 CANYON RD
Next to Les Schwab Tires ·

925-1665
Mon-Fri. 8:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.

Open Saturdays

